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Foreword

It  is  well known that the National Council o f Educational Research and 
Training (NCERT) is engaged in the task o f improving school education. 
Since independence, all committees and commissions have laid stress on 
the better preparation of teachers through the existing pre-service courses 
being offered across the country. While teacher preparation area is one 
of the major concerns o f the NCERT’s Department of Teacher Educa
tion, it, on its own, cannot change the entire scenario. The variety o f  
teacher education that exist in the country today is far from satisfactory.

To make a dent in the pre-service programme, the Department o f  
Teacher Education has prepared guidelines and syllabus for both ele
mentary and secondary teacher education. This, to my knowledge, is a 
continuation of the work which the National Council for Teacher Educa
tion (NCTE) took upon itself as far back as 1978. The document then 
prepared was called: ‘Teacher Education Curriculum - A Framework’, 
which met with partial success, because its acceptance varied from zero 
to one hundred per cent.

The Department of Teacher Education has also been the Secretariat of  
the NCTE. Therefore, the efforts o f the Department sometimes came to 
be identified with the work o f the NCTE. This document deals with the 
guidelines and syllabus for secondary teacho: education. These guide
lines are suggestive and not prescriptive in nature.
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Preface

To improve the quality of school education, it is imperative to improve 
the quality of teacher education. To achieve this, the teacher education 
curriculum has to be suitably reviewed. In this context, ‘Teacher Educa
tion Curriculum - A Framework’ was developed by the National Council 
for Teacher Education in 1978 and was implemented in various teacher’s 
training institutions with varied success.

Recent developments in our educational system have underscored the 
urgency of overhauling the teacher education system. In this context, the 
Department of Teacher Education, NCERT has undertaken the project 
entitled ‘Development of Guidelines and Syllabus based on the Teacher 
Education Curriculum Framework for Elementary and Secondary Teacher 
Education’. In April 1989, a draft document was developed concerning 
the guidelines/syllabi at the elementary and secondary teacher education 
levels and was sent to various teacher educators, content experts for their 
comments/suggestions. Alterations/suggestions/modifications have been, 
incorporated in the light of the feedback received from them.

The above document has now been divided into two volumes, viz; 
Volume-I (Elementary) and Volume-II (Secondary). This present vol
ume dealing with Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum has been 
further reviewed and revised by various teacher educators especially 
concerned with secondary teacher education. It may be pointed out that 
these guidelines/syllabi of secondary teacher education curriculum are 
suggestive in nature and not at all prescriptive. These may not necessarily 
be applicable in all situations.



This project was initiated under the guidance of Prof. A.K.Sharma, 
former Head of Teacher Education Department and now Joint Director. 
My special gratitude is due to several contributing participants and 
teacher educators in India, especially Prof. R.N. Mehrotra, Prof. Y.P. 
Aggarwal, Prof. M.N. Deshmiddi, Prof. S.P. Ruhela, Prof, D. Joshi, Prof. 
A.M. Hashmi, Prof. L.C. Singh, Prof. S.D. Roka, Shri. S.K. Malhotra and 
M.G. Bhagat and my esteemed colleagues Prof. A.N. Maheshwari, Prof.
C. Seshadri and Prof. J.S. Grewal from Re;gional Colleges of Education 
and other contributors. I appreciate efforts o f  Prof. R.M. Kalra (Project 
Coordinator), Convenors, NCERT faculty members from other depart
ments and Regional Colleges of Education for their team work in the 
completion of this project. Contribution o f  administrative staff and Smt. 
Suman Srivastva, Research Associate deserves special mention for their 
cooperation in the completion o f  this document.

Suggestions and comments, if any concerning these guidelines/ 
syllabi at the secondary level may be sent to Prof. R.M. Kalra, Project 
Coordinator, Departinent of Teacher Education, NCERT, Sri Aurobindo 
Marg, New Delhi.

R P . Singh 
Head

Department o f Teacher Education, 
New Delhi Special Education and
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Introduction

TWE entire educational system of our country is in 
the process of change. Wc all know that no 
eduicational reform can be successful unless the 
quaility of teacher is improved, but in turn the 
quaility of teacher depends to a large extent on the 
quaility of teacher education. In reality, teacher 
eduication is the very sine qua non of all 
eduicational improvements. The quality of teacher 
eduication of our country specially at the secondary 
level is far from satisfactory. This m:ay be due to 
lack o f  focus on providing meaningful experi- 
enc<es to the student teachers especially at the 
seccondary level. The focus o f secondary teacher 
edu(cation should be to assist student teachers to 
take decisions regarding application of basic edu- 
catiional principles to the existing school situ- 
auo)ns without overlooking the characteristics of 
the learners. Thus, the professional education of 
secondary teachers must relate to pedagogy and 
the way instructional materials can be put to a 
judiicious use. This envisages a teacher training 
whi(ch may suggest a way of working with young 
learmers, to help them seek and find answers to 
problems of their immediate concerns. Thus, the

emphasis in the teacher education programme at 
the secondary level has to be on helping student 
teachers to acquire necessary insights and skills to 
enable them become effective teachers of young 
learners.

The above contentions have many ramifications 
and implications for teacher education curriculum. 
It is gratifying to note that some significant devel
opments have already taken place in the field of 
teacher education. The National Policy on Edu
cation — 1986 suggested an overhauling of teacher 
education at all levels. A National Curriculum 
Framework for Elementary/Secondary School stages 
was developed by the NCERT keeping in view the 
major thrusts of National Policy on Education. All 
these significant developments had an impact on 
teacher education programmes resulting in the 
setting up of District Institutes of Education and 
Training (DIETs) at the elementary level and up
grading some colleges of education as Institutes 
of Advanced Studies in Education (lASEs) and 
surengthening of Colleges of Teacher Education 
(CTEs). These institutions are expected to contrib



ute their mite in improving the quality of teacher 
education. It is now felt that to provide effective 
training experiences to the teacher trainees, d if
ferent components of teacher education curricu
lum specially at the secondary level need to be re 
viewed and revised.

The present document containing detailed out
line of the teacher education curriculum at the 
secondary level is based on NCTE curriculum 
framework especially revised draft version of frame
work (1988) developed by the Department of Teacher 
Education (NCERT).

Secondary Stage

The secondary stage extends over standards 9 
and 10 and is meant for general education for all 
with proviso of a common curriculum for all. All

subjects except languages have to be taught as 
disciplines. The core curriculum aiming at national 
identity, cultural enrichment and concerns o f envi
ronment etc., must be given due emphasis. Secon- 
dray school teachers have to be specialized in 
teaching one or two subjects and are expected 
to possess reasonable level of mastery in respect of 
content and pedagogy. Furthermore, the teacher of 
today is expected to play the multiple roles o f a 
teacher. The special needs of exceptional children 
of different categories and activities related to in or 
outside the secondary school, such as Populaiion 
Education, Educational Technology, Adult Educa
tion, Non-formal Education, etc, are some of the 
activities which may be included in the secondary 
teacher education curriculum. The curriculum 
components have been designed keeping these 
needs in mind.

Curriculum Components Weightage in terms o f  time

A. Foundation Courses 20%

(i) Education in Emerging India 
(philosophical and socio-cultural 
perspectives)

(ii) Educational Psychology
(with focus on learner development 
and stages, learning adjustment)

10%

10%

B. Stage Relevant Specialization

(iii) Secondary Education and Teacher 
Functions

Specialisation in methodology of:
(iv) A secondary school subject 

with prior specialisation

10%



(v) A second secondary/Higher secondary/ 
primary school education subject

C . Additional Specialization

(v/i) An elective from areas like: Adult
Education, Secondary Education, Population 
Education, Distance Education, Library 
Services, Tribal Education, Special 
Education (Integrated and one category). 
Health and Physical Education, Art Education, 
Educational Technology, Action, Research, 
Computer Education, etc.

D. Practicum/Field Work

(vii) Internship in teaching including
field assignments ^

(viii) Practical work including working with 
community, social service and work 
experience

10%

40%

20%

20%

The above course offerings have been divided 
into the following four major components as spelt 
out in the revised NCTE Draft National Curriculum 
Framework (1988):

(a) Foundation Courses
(b) Stage Relevant Specialization
(c) Additional Specialization
(d) Practicum/ Field Work

Foundation Courses: The foundation courses 
component of the teacher education curriculum 
may provide the student teacher necessary theoreti
cal insights into the understanding of aims and ob
jectives of education in the context of national de
velopment with reference to socio-cultural, politi

cal and economic imperatives. Another objective 
is that the student teacher may acquire knowledge 
and develop understanding of the process of 
human development and learning.

Stage Relevant Specialization: This component 
may include historical background and scope of 
education at the stage concerned, e.g., elementary 
or secondary level and functions of the teacher with 
reference to curriculum planning, instructional 
strategies and skills, evaluation, management, 
guidance and counselling and co-curricular activi
ties, etc.

Additional Specializations: The subject areas like 
educational and vocational guidance, educational



technology, special education and population 
education, etc; have been included in the teacher 
education curriculum to provide professional edu
cation to the student teacher in an educational area 
of his interest and to equip him/her with higher 
knowledge, understanding and skills in that area.

Practicum! Field Experiences: This component 
deals with the central objective of teacher educa
tion viz; development of professional competen
cies with reference to the evaluating, managing 
classroom learning, organising co-curricular ac
tivities, guiding students and several other activi
ties which may be ‘beyond’ the classroom.

Guidelines and Syllabi

The guidelines and syllabi developed in this 
document for the following curricular subjects at 
the secondary level have been developed through 
series of workshops held in 1989 and 1990.

Foundation Courses

1. Education in Emerging India
2. Educational Psychology

Stage Relevant Specialization

3. Teacher Functions
4. Language Teaching
(a) Teaching of English
(b) Teaching of Hindi
5. Teaching of Mathematics
6. Teaching of Science
7. Teaching of Social Studies/ Social Sciences
8. Teaching o f Health and Physical Education
9. Teaching of Art Education

Additional Specialization

10. Educational and Vocational Guidance
11. Population Education
12. Educational Technology
13. Work Experience
14. Special Education

Practicum/ Field Work

(i) School Experience Programme
(ii) Practical work including working with com

munity, social service and work experience.

The detailed guidelines and syllabi alongwith 
suggested weigh tages in terms of lime arc given in 
the chapters that follow. It is also suggested that 
while evaluating the student’s performance, 40% 
weightage may be given to internal assessment.

Thus, the guidelines and syllabi given in the 
present document are based on the Teachcr Educa
tion Curriculum Framework for Elementary and 
Secondary Levels. These guidelines/ syllabus out
lines are suggestive and not prescriptive in nature. 
These may not necessarily be applicable in all 
situations due to constraints of time and rcsourcc 
facilities. It is also suggested that teacher educators 
may make use of appropriate modalities for trans
acting different units of the suggested syllabi. 
Furthermore, the Council has plans to develop 
instructional materials based on these suggested 
guidelines/syllabi. Therefore, we have not incorpo
rated suggested readings in this document. Prac
ticum/ field work component has been discussed in 
the school experience and work experience 
components of this document. Practical work



iincludin'g working with community and social 
service has not been discussed in detail due to 
different and v^ied needs and requirements of the 
community. The Review Committee also sug
gested that25%weightagemay be given to school

experience programme due to numerous activities 
relating to school education and 15% weightage 
may be given to practical work relating to working 
with community, social services and work experi
ence.



(a) Foundation Courses



Education in Emerging India

T h e  National Policy on Education recommends an 
Qvexhaul of the existing system of teacher edu
cation in order to make it responsive to the 
changing needs, aspirations and demands of the 
sjociety. This implies that the entire body o f prin
c ip les and practices pertaining to teacher educa
tion—  its structure, curriculum organisation, 
transaction and evaluation, should undergo drastic 
revision and reform. Accordingly, a new National 
Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education has 
been designed by the NCTE, building on the 
strengths of the earlier curriculum framework and 
a lso  accommodating the new and emerging na
tional concerns and imperatives.

An important component of teacher education 
curriculum is what is normally referred to as the 
‘foundation component.’ This component seeks to 
provide the prospective teacher with relevant func
tional understanding of educational theory in a 
philosophico-socio-cultural context. In the earlier 
framework, this was organised around the course—  
Teacher and Education in the Emerging Indian 
Society. In the new curriculum framework, the

entire foundations component has been subjected to 
a critical scrutiny keeping in view the new 
concerns and imperatives which have emerged 
during the past two decades, the thrust areas of the 
National Policy on Education and the experiences 
gained from the implementation of the earlier 
curriculum framework with particular reference 
to this part. While retaining the original spirit and 
philosophy, the course under the new title ‘Educa
tion in Emerging India’ has a fresh look both in 
matters of its form and content.

Rationale of Course

‘Education in Emrging India’ in the new cur
riculum framework had marked a major effort to 
do away with discipline- oriented educational 
theory courses like philosophical and sociologi
cal foundations of education, and organise 
relevant educational understanding around inter
disciplinary themes. The new course is based on a 
reiteration of this principle.

The course ‘Education in Emerging India’ seeks 
to develop understanding of Indian education—



technology, special education and population 
education, etc; have been included in the teacher 
education curriculum to provide professional edu
cation to the student teacher in an educational area 
of his interest and to equip him/her with higher 
knowledge, understanding and skills in that area.

Practicum! Field Experiences: This component 
deals with the central objective of teacher educa
tion viz; development of professional competen
cies with reference to the evaluating, managing 
classroom learning, organising co-curricular ac
tivities, guiding students and several other activi
ties which may be ‘beyond’ the classroom.

Guidelines and Syllabi

The guidelines and syllabi developed in this 
document for the following curricular subjects at 
the secondary level have been developed through 
series of workshops held in 1989 and 1990.

Foundation Courses

1. Education in Emerging India
2. Educational Psychology

Stage Relevant Specialization

3. Teacher Functions
4. Language Teaching
(a) Teaching of English
(b) Teaching of Hindi
5. Teaching of Mathematics
6 . Teaching of Science
7. Teaching of Social Studies/ Social Sciences 

Teaching o f Health and Physical Education 
Teaching o f Art Education

Additional Specialization

10. Educational and Vocational Guidance
11. Population Education
12. Educational Technology
13. Work Experience
14. Special Education

Practicum/ Field Work

(i) School Experience Programme
(ii) Practical work including working with com

munity, social service and work experience.

The detailed guidelines and syllabi alongwiih 
suggested weigh tag es in terms of lime are given in 
the chapters that follow. It is also suggested that 
while evaluating the student’s performance, 40% 
weightage may be given to internal assessment.

Thus, the guidelines and syllabi given in the 
present document are based on the Teacher Educa
tion Curriculum Framework for Elementary and 
Secondary Levels. These guidelines/ syllabus out
lines are suggestive and not prescriptive in nature. 
These may not necessarily be applicable in all 
situations due to constraints of time and resource 
facilities. It is also suggested that teacher educators 
may make use of appropriate modalities for trans
acting different units of the suggested syllabi. 
Furthermore, the Council has plans to develop 
instructional materials based on these suggested 
guidelines/syllabi. Therefore, we have not incorpo
rated suggested readings in this document. Prac
ticum/ field work component has been discussed in 
the school experience and work cxpcrience 
components of this document. Practical work



lincludin'g working with community and social 
^service has not been discussed in detail due to 
(different and varied needs and requirements of the 
(community. The Review Committee also sug
gested that25%weightagemay be given to school

experience programme due to numerous activities 
relating to school education and 15% weightage 
may be given to practical work relating to working 
with community, social services and work experi
ence.
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Education in Emerging India

T he National Policy on Education recommends an 
overhaul o f the existing system of teacher edu
cation in order to make it responsive to the 
changing needs, aspirations and demands of the 
society. This implies that the entire body of prin
cip les and practices pertaining to teacher educa
tion—  its structure, curriculum organisation, 
transaction and evaluation, should undergo drastic 
revision and reform. Accordingly, a new National 
Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education has 
been designed by the NCTE, building on the 
strengths o f the earlier curriculum framework and 
a lso  accommodating the new and emerging na
tional concerns and imperatives.

An important component of teacher education 
curriculum is what is normally referred to as the 
‘foundation component.’ This component seeks to 
provide the prospective teacher with relevant func
tional understanding o f educational theory in a 
philosophico-socio-cultural context. In the earlier 
framework, this was organised around the course—  
Teacher and Education in the Emerging Indian 
Society. In the new curriculum framework, the

entire foundations component has been subjected to 
a critical scrutiny keeping in view the new 
concerns and imperatives which have emerged 
during the past two decades, the thrust areas of the 
National Policy on Education and the experiences 
gained from the implementation of the earlier 
curriculum framework with particular reference 
to this part. While retaining the original spirit and 
philosophy, the course under the new title ‘Educa
tion in Emerging India’ has a fresh look both in 
matters of its form and content.

Rationale of Course

‘Education in Emrging India’ in the new cur
riculum framework had marked a major effort to 
do away with discipline- oriented educational 
theory courses like philosophical and sociologi
cal foundations of education, and organise 
relevant educational understanding around inter
disciplinary themes. The new course is based on a 
reiteration of this principle.

«.
The course ‘Education in Emerging India’ seeks 

to develop understanding of Indian education—



its concepts, processes, practices and principles 
in an interdisciplinar>' perspective, taking into 
account their philosophical, sociological, histori
cal, political and cultural dimensions. Its main aim 
is to provide necessary insights into the meaning 
and aims of education and its role in national 
development in the light of emerging socio
cultural, political and economic concerns and im
peratives, What is aimed at is not an in-depth, 
scholarly understanding of theory as such, but a 
broad functional acquaintance with educational 
goals, processes and issues influencing the work-a- 
day world of the teacher.

The course is designed on the premise that the 
role of the modern teaicher is multi-dimensional 
covering, in addition to the immediate concerns of  
classroom teaching, such supplementary tasks as 
implementation of compensatory education pro
grammes, participation in parallel educational serv
ices, working with the community and promotion 
of environmental awareness, scientific outlook, 
secularism and understanding of our cultural heri
tage.

The course, as the title bears out, is culture 
specific. It focusses on themes and issues which are 
of “here and now” concern to Indian education. 
These themes and issues are derived from the analy
sis ofthe existing socio-political reality and critical 
appraisal of the state of education in the nation and 
the role education has to play in future, as visual
ized in the different national documents on educa- 
lion.

The course embodies all current developments 
in Indian education thait have found articulate

expression in policy documents and reports t o f  
committees and commissions viz., the £ss<emce 
and Role o f Education, National System <of 
Edy^ation, Education for Equality, National Cuir- 
ficulunt Framework, Child-centred Approach to 
Education, Value Education, etc.

The course is not an aggregate of topics amd 
themes. What lends unity and continuity to> tHie 
themes is their inter-connectedness and the inte;r- 
relationship between education and society rums 
through the treatment of the topics.

Objectives

The broad objectives of this course are to enab)le 
the prospective teachers to develop necessary um- 
derstanding and insight into:

—  The nature of the Indian society as it has 
evolved from the past, as it is today and as it 
is likely to develop in the future.

—  The integral relationship between educatio>n 
and society with specific reference to thie 
contemporary socio-cultural, political anid 
economic issues.

—  The role of education in national develop
ment.

—  The multi-dimensional nature of teacher’ s 
role as a catalytic agent in the society.

Selecting and Organising Course Content

Structurally, the course can be seen to comprise 
three natural components: education, society and



te:acher. The content for the course would accord- 
inigly deal with knowledge and understanding 
pertain ing to these components and, more impor- 
taintly, their inter-relationships.

The course content can be derived from the 
follow ing sources:

—  Further analysis of the objectives of the course 
and the overall objectives of the teacher 
preparation programme in terms of the 
specific functions of the teacher and know l
edge and understanding needed to perform 
those functions effectively.

—  Curreni and emerging socio-politico-economic 
concerns and the needed responses of the 
educational system to deal with them.

—  Thrust areas of National Policy on Education 
to relate education and development.

Apart from the above sources, some essential 
c;ontent is to be drawn also from the related 
dlisciplines (philosophy, sociology, economics, etc.) 
both  to provide basic understanding of educational 
concepts and processes and to impart unity to the 
Learning experiences provided under this rubric.

W hile organising the contcnt, the following 
guidelines may be kept in view;

— The content taken a” a whole should exhibit 
unity and inter-connectedness rather than 
appearing as an assemblagi' of topics.

— Inter-relationship between education and 
society will be the running theme through

out. It will act as the unifying Uiread for all 
the different content th<emes.

— Each broad theme (a  p)roblem, an issue, an 
academic topic) shouUd provide for under
standing of basic concepts, principles and 
explanations necessary iforundersumdingihat 
theme.

— The different educatiomal issues and prob
lems arc to be presenited highlighting iheir 
inherently inter-discipl inary nature and spe
cific role implications ifor teachers.

The general outline and structure of the course 
will be the same for botlh the elementary and 
secondary stages. H ow ever, considering the age 
group, entry level educationail background and the 
levels of schooling for whicih the two groups arc 
prepared, the following dlifr'crcnces should be re
flected in the design and treatim cntof ihe course for 
the two groups:

— The design and or;gamisalion of the course 
for the secondary grouips should be such that 
it also facilitates the sUudy of education as a 
discipline in its owm rijght at the post-gradu- 
ate stage.

— Treatment of the top ics at the secondary level 
will be more detailed,, formal and absfrac! in 
keeping with the acacdemic background of 
students at this stage. lit would be more con
crete and broad at the elementary stage.

— While most o f the ;topics would be the 
same, the significaince and relevance of 
some topics and aspec:ts o f topics vary from 
elementary to secondlary stage. This differ



ence should be reflected in the content. For 
example, with reference to "equalizing edu
cational opportunity", the focus at the ele
mentary stage will be on universalization and 
related issues and at the secondary stage it 
will be mostly on qualitative aspects and 
diversification of evaluation.

Curriculum Transaction

The course is essentially inter-disciplinary in 
nature, drawing from the disciplines of philosophy, 
history, political science and sociology. The 
major objective is to enable students to understand 
the integral relationship between education and 
society with the emphasis on the role of education 
in promoting values based on our heritage, 
national goals and universal perceptions. The 
course is expected to help and develop necessary 
changes in perceptions and insights into the issues 
and problems confronting the emerging Indian 
society and to develop its capability to use edu
cation as a potential tool to deal with such issues. 
This special feature of the course makes it impera
tive to adopt a flexible mode of curriculum trans
action emphasizing participatory and interactive 
learning and calling for greater student involve
ment and initiative. The course also provides a 

. good opportunity to foster ‘learning to learn’ skills 
emphasizing training in the use of different learn
ing resources: library, laboratory, educational media 
and materials.

In situations governed by accent on ‘learning to 
learn’ and participative learning, the role of the 
teacher educators would change with respect to the 
structuring o f learning situations, teaching tech
niques, strategies and attitudes. The changes

include: more importance to student inquiry and 
problem solving, a cooperative and equal working 
relationship, mastery of the sources of knowledge 
and methods of inquiry than of knowledge itself, 
acceptance of new sources of learning both in 
media and community. ^

The actual strategies and approaches empha
sizing such participatory learning are numerous. 
However, a few may be mentioned here for purpose 
of illustration. These are: inquiry and problem ap
proaches, group discussion, seminar, project work, 
individual tailored work assignment, study o f 
self-learning materials, assignments, brainstorm
ing and team teaching.

Practical Work

Although, ‘Education in Emerging India’ is a 
foundation course with its major objective being 
the development of theoretical understanding of 
educational issues, every effort must be made to 
present the students with the interface between the 
theory and the practice. It is only when a student is 
able to relate these two that he can be said to have 
developed a comprehensive understanding of the 
issues under consideration. Accordingly, the course 
should provide for ample practical exercises for 
the students to acquire a realistic understanding of 
educational issues.

Activities related to practical work may include 
surveys, home assignments, library study, obser
vations, interviews and projects involving work
ing with the community.

It is possible to identify such practical activity 
for most of the units/sub units in the course. A few



e:xaimples may be given here. Understanding of 
iHie contemporary Indian society would lead to 
siuch practical activities as survey of socio- 
etconomic-educational needs of the people living in 
ruiral areas and the study of educational problems 
0)f the disadvantaged groups. Practical work 
re la ted  to the understanding of the process o f 
s(0cial change may include projects on the status 
amd acceptability of changc in the society, awaken- 
img of political and social consciousness among 
dlifferent sections of the population. A variety of 
practical activities mainly involving working with 
tlhe community may be organised under the section 
‘T eacher, School and Society’. These relate to the 
nole of the teacher with reference to universaliza- 
tiion of elementary education, promotion of the 
v'alues of secularism, peace, equality, social cohe- 
siion and national unity, population control and 
qjuality of life, conservation of environment and 
uinderstanding of our cultural heritage. The 
aictivities may take the form of participation in 
p>rogrammes of universalization of elementary edu- 
c;aiion,non-formal education, compensatory edu
cation  for the disadvantaged, activities of NSS, 
Sfocial service activities like planting of trees, im- 
p>rovement of village sanitation and cleanliness, 
amd campaigns on promotion of awareness on 
s<ocial concerns like population and environment.

Evaluation

The course seeks to develop competencies in 
b o th  the theoretical and practical learning. Accord- 
imgly, appropriate evaluation tools are to be de
signed to provide for the evaluation of a compre
hensive range of competencies covering knowl
edge, understanding, application and attitudinal

changes. Evaluation should also be continuous tak
ing into account student’ s performance in written 
tests, project work, participation in activities and 
initiative, enthusiasm and motivation to carry out 
the activities. Summative evaluation may take the 
form of a final examination in theory covering the 
entire course.

Textbooks and Instructional Materials

‘Education in Emerging India’ represents an 
effort to bring together relevant educational 
understandings from several disciplines in order 
to highlight the essentially inter-disciplinary 
nature of educational theory. Mapping the contours 
of this knowledge field, therefore, becomes a task 
of great importance. This task can be performed at 
two levels: sketching the content outlines of the 
course and designing of textbook and instructional 
materials. The latter is of particular significance for 
it is the textbook that to a large extent, determines 
the extent and quality of curriculum transaction 
and even sets standards and norms. While develop
ing textbooks and instructional materials in this 
area, the following points may be kept in view:

—  Although the stress is on inter-disciplinary 
understanding, basic concepts necessary for 
understanding educational issues should be 
introduced systematically using suitable il
lustrations and examples.

—  Factual information wherever necessary be 
presented with supportive data; illustrations, 
pictures and diagrams.

—  Each issue/problem should be analysed into 
its various dimensions in inter-disciplinary



perspective and the role o f teacher in meet- pendent and exclusive treatment of such rec-
ing the issue/problem should be made ex- ommendations.

Plicit. — Treatment of content theme should be such
that it generates a variety of different levels

—  Recommendations of various committees of activities to be undertaken by students
’ and commissions on different issues and within the classroom and on the field,

problems should be integrated suitably with —  book can also be designed and developed
the respective content, themes avoiding inde- as a package of self instructional modules.

Syllabus 
SECTION I 

Emerging India

1 Our heritage 10 Hours

—  Our common cultural heritage —  its compositness, unity, richness and 
continuity.

—  Our philosophical traditions —  central teachings of Indian philosophy (ethics 
and epistemology).

2 Contemporary scene .10 Hours

—  Indian social system: its structure, class, caste stratification and mobility.
—  Social, economic, political, technological forces acting on the society.

3 Emerging future  10 Hours

—  India toward modernization: attributes and demands of modernization.
—  Constitution of India: values of democracy, socialism and secularism,
—  Constitutional rights and obligations.
—  Emerging directions for modernization including futurology and education.

SECTION II 
Education and Society

4. Education 10 Hours

—  Its meaning and aims, factors influencing educational aims —  philosophical, 
socio-cultural, political and economic.



—  Education as a social institution.
—  Educational aims in a global perspective (a panoramic view of educational aims 

in different civilizations and during different historical periods).
—  Educational aims for modern times —  India, world.

5 Our educational heritage 9 Hours

—  Education in ancient and medieval period.
—  Education under the colonial rule.

6 Education and national development 10 Hours

—  Efforts towards educational reconstruction— educational contribution of M a
hatma Gandhi.

—  Education as an aspect of planned development —  education in the Five Year 
Plans. Education and human resource development.

—  Evolution of the National System o f Education —  overview of the recommenda
tions of the Secondary Education Commission and the Education Commission 
(1964-66), National Policy on Education.

7 Education and social change 9 Hours

—  Meaning of social change —  factors influencing social change.
—  Nature of social changes in India —  change, traditions and modernity.
—  Role of education in promoting desired social changes.

SECTION III

8 Equalizing educational opportunity 7 Hours

—  Meaning of equality of opportunity at the primary, secondary and higher 
education stages, access and success, understanding the measures to promote 
equality of educational opportunity: protective discrimination, compensatory 
education programmes, meeting the educational needs of spccial groups; SC/
STs, women, disabled— implementing compensatory educational actions in 
schools and in community.



9 Fostering the secular and scientific outlook 6 Hours

—  Interpretations of secularism and scientific outlook.
—  Understanding the challenges to secular and scientific values —  promoting 

secular and scientific outlook.

10 Social cohesion and national unity 6 Hours

—  The unifying and divisive forces —  dealing with divisive forces, promoting 
national identity, education for emotional integration.

11 Education fo r  peace 6 Hours

—  Peace, cooperation, disarmament —  fostering peace values, education for peace 
and international understanding.

12 Environment 6 Hours

—  State o f the environment —  global, local understanding, the causes of environ
mental degradation; environment and development, conservation and protection 
of environment, role of individuals and pressure groups, learning to live in 
harmony with nature.

13 Dealing with population increase 7 Hours

—  Understanding the population phenomenon —  population and development, 
population pressure on environment, population and quality of life; factors 
dealing with population increase —  promotion of small family norm; the 
concept and practice of population education.

14 School community relationship 8 Hours

— Interdependence of school, community and parents.
—  Understanding and working with the communitv.
—  Ways and means of coordinating school-community tunctions.

15 Teaching as a profession 6 Hours

—  The characteristics and demands of the teaching profession— professional devel
opment and professional ethics.

—  Moral education and value orientation, role o f the teacher, curricular changes and 
general atniosphere in schools.



Educational Psychology

E d iu c a tio n  has long been regarded as an organised 
endeavour to develop desirable behaviour in the 
chitld. While the question, ‘what behaviours are 
desirable' has been a fascinating study to philoso
phers, the question ‘how and at what stage these be
haviours can be developed' has been exercising the 
minds of educational psychologists. Attempts of 
the philosophers and psychologists to examine the 
whiat, when, why and how dimensions of learner’s 
behaviours have tended to bring into focus the 
rol«s o f three important factors in the teaching 
leajning process. These are:

(i) the society which sets the goals and objec
tives of education,

(ii) the school system that strives to achieve 
the objectives, and

(iii) the learner for whom the educational inputs 
are designed by the society and the school 
system for developing the intended behavi
ours.

The success and effectiveness of any 
educational institution needs to be judged in 
terms of its ability to create nurturing conditions

for the development of appropriate behaviours as 
well as to offer facilities for the achievement of the 
academic, social, emotional, moral aesthetic and 
physical development of the learner. Educational 
psychology is one of the most important courses 
of study in teacher education programme. It seeks 
to help a prospective teacher or an educational ad
ministrator to develop insight into the development 
of attributes and behaviours of the learner as well 
as of his own, and the factors which influence or 
determine the same. However, achievement o f  
this goal is contingent upon the selection of such 
theoretical contents and activities as will be of use 
in the proper preparation of the teacher in terms of  
knowledge, understandings, attitudes, interests, 
values and skills relating to teaching profession. 
A course in the psychology of teaching-learning 
and human development, therefore, should have the 
following objectives.

Objectives

The course in educational psychology is meant 
to help the student teacher to;

—  Appreciate the need and significance of the



Study of educational psychology in under
standing, analyzing, interpreting and guiding 
the development of the learner in general and 
during adolescence in particular, with refer
ence to the secondary stage in Indian con
text.

—: Understand the process of development in its 
different dimensions, (physical and motor, 
cognitive and language, emotional and aes
thetic, social and moral) and the factors af
fecting them.

—  Understand the needs, tasks and problems of 
adolescents in the development of mature, 
well-integrated and balanced personality.

—  Understand the nature, extent and causes of 
individual differences among children.

—  Have the working knowledge of strategies 
and techniques for helping children with 
special needs, especially in integrated set
tings.

—  Understand the nature and process of learn
ing and the factors/conditions and tactics 
which facilitate or obstruct learning.

—  Design learning situations to enable learners 
to use various styles and strategies of learn
ing.

—  Understand the principles and techniques of 
attitudinal change and behaviour modifica
tion/management.

—  Understand group structure and dynamics as

relevant to school groups in general and 
classroom groups in particular.

—  Choose and use appropriate psychological 
tests in educational guidance settings.

—  Apply the knowledge of principles and tech
niques of educational psychology to facili
tate optimum and wholesome learning, de
velopment and adjustment.

Growing Science

Educational psychology is a growing science. 
During the past few decades, a vast amount o f  
knowledge (and its application) has been accumu
lated about various aspects of the teaching 
learning process and human development. Each 
aspect may have some sort o f relevance for the 
tasks, functions and roles expected of a teacher. 
T0 include all such aspects in the syllabus of teacher 
education programme may not be feasible due to 
constraints of time. Thus, the criteria of relative 
usefulness and relevance to the course objectives 
as well as teacher functions should be judiciously 
applied in selecting the content. The amount o f  
content should be such as can be managed within 
the available time during the teacher education 
programme.

The main aim of education is to nurture the all
round development of the learner. It is essential for 
a teacher to know and understand the processes 
involved in human growth, especially during for
mative years. The teacher has to keep in mind that 
a learner is a whole person— a bio-psycho-social 
organism with various potentials which have to be



ac tualised to develop him into a complete person. 
However, the psychology of individual differences 
should be taken into account in designing and 
applying teaching learning strategies to make the 
learning process need based and learner-centred as 
far as possible.

The student teacher must understand inter
relationship among different aspects of develop
ment, such as physical, social, emotional, moral, 
intellectual, etc. He should also understand how to 
help the learner develop into a wholesome, well ad
justed and productive personality.

Learning is pivotal to all aspects of human 
development, particularly during childhood and 
adolescence. Hence, the teachers should have 
deep understanding of the nature, types and proc- 
es;ses of learning, factors ensuring successful learn
ing and retention and transfer of learning. Thus, 
while developing the course in educational psy
chology, learning should be assigned a central 
place.

One of the important focal points of the teaching 
learning process should be to nurture creativity in 
ev/ery learner. It is indeed unfortunate that in our 
educational system this is ignored. The teacher, 
therefore, must be conversant about its nature and 
various strategies to nurture it.

A secondary school teacher will have to deal 
with adolescents. Therefore, it becomes impera
tive for him to understand the characteristics of 
adolescent learners. He should also understand 
their special needs and problems and the methods 
and techniques of providing educational, voca

tional and personal guidance to them. These should 
be kept in mind while dealing with different units 
included in the course.

Children^ particularly those belonging to 
disadvantaged sections of the society, have some 
special learning needs and difficulties which 
should be identified and appropriate learning con
ditions organised to meet such needs effectively. 
Children with varying degrees of physical or 
mental disability also constitute a sizeable section 
of the school going population. It has been found 
that children with mild disabilities are best edu
cated in the company of normal children studying 
in general schools. During the past few years. 
Integrated Education for the Disabled (lED) has 
developed as a specialization within education, 
and a large body of knowledge concerning methods 
and techniques of integrated education has accu
mulated. The student teacher needs to be made 
well conversant with methods and techniques of 
educating children having different types of 
disabilities. It will be in the fitness o f things if 
some significant and relevant aspects o f lED are 
incorporated in the course in educational psychol
ogy.

A learner has to function in different types of 
groups in and outside the school. The prospective 
teacher should know how to use appropriate tech
niques for managing the behaviour of learners in 
classroom, play and other types of group situations. 
He should also know how to employ and adopt 
group dynamics to promote learning and develop
ment of the individuals. Besides, he should also 
learn the techniques for maximisation of interac
tion between teacher on one hand and learners on



the other, as well as among the learners themselves 
in group situations in a highly favourable and con
ducive climate.

It is often stated that teacher educators generally 
tend to sermonise about virtues of certain 
methods which they themselves hardly practise. 
In educational psychology, they are expected to 
discuss child centred education, maximisation o f  
classroom interaction, guidance and counselling, 
etc. and how to reflect them in teaching. They 
themselves should be in a position to make the best 
possible use of interactive, participatory style o f  
teaching alongwith expository style. This they can 
do by promoting dialogue in the classroom be
tween the teacher educators and the student 
teachers and among the student teachers 
themselves in group situations. They should also 
know how to identify the trainees having some sort 
of problems and counsel them suitably.

While the behaviourist position and 
interpretation (relatively narrow and superficial) 
that have dominated psychology may be given its 
due place and accommodated for its practical 
relevar.je and utility, its limitations and weak
nesses have to be corrected by dominant humanist- 
cognitive approach and emphasis.

Educational psychology is a science and, there
fore, there is considerable scope for practical work 
in it. Participation in practical activities will help 
in clarifying the conccpts explained by the 
teacher educator. For example, the trainees should 
be provided the experience of observing child

behaviour, preparing case studies, and providing 
guidance and counselling to children having some 
problems. They should also be provided opportu
nities for the administration, scoring and interpre
tation of psychological tests.

Educational psychology is an applied science. 
Applicability of its knowledge to educational situ
ations should be the guiding principle in the 
selection and treatment in this course. The teacher 
educator should illustrate the concepts and prin
ciples of educational psychology with the help o f  
concrete examples drawn from the experiences o f  
learners and teachers. The classical experiments, 
if explained quoting the interpretations and 
illustrations given by the scientists, will be of no 
use unless these are supplemented by examples 
from daily life and classroom experience o f  
teachers. What is important is not to describe or 
explain the contents included in the textbook, but to 
thoroughly work out the implications of the 
concepts for educational situations.

The textbooks used in teacher education 
institutions in India are mostly based on the books 
written by foreign authors. These books sometime 
include examples from the settings which are alien 
to our conditions. Many a times, the developmen
tal norms given in these books, are not in respect 
of Indian population. The textbook authors and 
teacher educators v.'ill do well to give Indian 
orientation to the treatment of this course. This 
will also include discussion and assessment of the 
relevant work done by Indian researchers on 
various aspects of educational psychology.



Syllabus

Unit 1 : Understanding the nature, role and methods o f  psychology 10 Hours
in Education

—  Meaning, nature and scope of educational psychology
—  Relevance of educational psychology for the secondary teacher in understanding 

the learner and his development, including learning and adjustment.
—  Methods to study learner's behaviour at the adolescent stage:observation, interview, 

experiment, socio-metry and case study

Unit 2 : Understanding the growth and development o f  the learner 15 Hours

—  Concept of growth and development, general principles of development, dimensions 
and stages of development, developmental tasks

—  Factors influencing development(genetic, physiological and environmental)
—  Physical and motor development
—  Cognitive development (based on Piaget, Bruner, etc.)
—  Language development (elements, skills, semantics, syntax and structure briefly)
—  Emotional and aesthetic development
—  Social development
—  Moral development (with brief reference to Kohlberg, Piaget, Bull and BobrofQ

Unit 3 : Understanding the learners as individuals 15 Hours

—  Meaning and significance o f the study of individual differences (both inter and 
intra-individual differences)

—  Factors causing individual differences;
genetic, physiological, environmental, socio-cultural, home, school, community and 
peer group

—  Areas of individual differences—

(a) Abihties : intelligence or cognitive abilities, creativity, aptitude and their 
measurement

(b) Achievement (scholastic achievement and skills/proficiencies)
(c) Affective : interests, attitudes, values



(d) Other personality qualities: self-concept, achievement, motivation, level o f aspi
ration

—  Qualities of good tests: choosing and using appropriate tests
—  Catering to individual differences: common measures, special techniques, strate

gies and systems

Unit 4 : Understanding learning 25 Hours

(i) Concept of learning: learning vis-a-vis maturation and development

(ii) Significant concepts and principles of learning (drawn from different theories and
propositions without dealing with theories* as such and introduced, interpreted and 
illustrated with reference to different life situations in general and classroom 
learning situations in particular, pointing out clear implications for teaching- 
learning)

—  Learnings: cognitive, affective, psycho-motor, conditioning vrs. insightful 
learning, relationship with behaviour or performance and maturation

—  Classical conditioning and operant conditioning
—  Readiness: maturational, motivations, pre-requisite capabilities
—  Association by similarity, contrast, contiguity (spatial, temporal), cause-effect, etc.
—  Meaning: inherent, logical and personal
—  Selection, sequence, structure, conscious and unconscious filtration
—  Stimulus/response generalization and differentation: progressive shaping and

fading, cumulative construction
—  Stimulus variation: prompting and cueing (active responding)
—  Effect reinforcement/feed-back/confirmation, knowledge of results
—  Repetition/practice, massed vrs. spaced/distributed practice, fatigue
—  Whole vrs. part learning, progressive parts learning
—  Modelling and identification, observation and imitation
—  Meaningful reception learning, advance organisers and self-appropriation
—  Trial and error, hypothesising and try-out/testing
—  Learning assignments and contracts, learning groups and processes
—  Pro-active and retro-active inhibition/interference, transfer and application of 

learning
—  Insightful learning, productive thinking, problem-solving
—  Discovery learning (self or autonomous, guided, etc.)
—  Cognitive strategies, styles, preferences



Units 5 : Understanding further issues relating to learning 15 Hours

—  Motivation: meaning, importance, relationship, methods, cognitive and ego-integra
tive motives '

—  Memory: STM & LTM, effective conditions and methods, inteference
—  Transfer of learning: concept, significance, facilitative conditions and methods
—  Learning of concepts and principles: attitudes and values and skills (principles and 

guidelines)
—  Factors influencing learning (only a brief mention)

(a) Learning factors: age, sex, intelligence or cognitive abilities, previous achieve
ment, prerequisites, interests, needs, motives and adjustment, cognitive styles and 
strategies

(b) Teacher factors : attitudes, competencies, personality and mental health
(c) School factors : organisational climate, learning facilities and physical 

conditions
(d) Home factors : intellectual and cultural, socio-economic status, social- 

emotional climate, facilities

Unit 6 : Understanding the classroom group and group process 10 Hours

—  Structure and characteristics of classroom group
—  Social and inter-personal relations, sociometry and grouping
—  Dynamics of classroom group
—  Social-emotional clim ate: (features and factors) interactive process in the total 

class, and sub-group processes in leaming^roductive tasks, learning groups and 
styles

Unit 7; Understanding the learner’s personality and adjustment 10 Hours
'N

—  Concept of personality: types, dimensions, trait factors
—  Concept and criteria of a mature, balanced, well integrated personality —  the 

humanistic view
—  Concept and mechanisms of adjustment, common maladaptive behaviours
—  Mental health and hygiene: the preventive, constructive and curative functions of 

the school/teacher
—  Assessment of personality (only introduction)
—  Observation and interview, situational tests, inventories and scales
—  Projective techniques, Rorschach ink blot test and thematic apperception test



Unit 8  : Understanding and helping learners with special needs ( a general and brief 
introduction) 10 Hours

—  Identifying learners with special needs, difficulties and problems arising out of them
(a) Physical disabilities (sensory, orthopaedic, others)
(b) Intellectual deficiency or mental retardation
(c) Giftedness and creativity
(d) Specific learning disabilities (common types)
(e) Low achievement and under-achievement, slow learning
(f) Social-emotional (behavioural) disorders such as delinquency, truancy, with

drawal, day-dreaming, etc!
—  Measures for overcoming their difficulties and facilitating optimum learning 

and development

PRACncuM 10 Hours

—  Preparation of observation schedule and interview schedule and their uses.
—  Indepth study of a child experiencing some adjustment problems ( a case study)
—  Administration, scoring and interpretation ( of scores) of intelligence tests, interest 

inventories, personality tests, etc.
—  Understanding of a classroom group structure through sociometric test
—  Surveying a class/group —  learning needs/problems/preferences/behaviour peculi

arities
—  Observing and reporting (special education) practices.



(b) Stage Relevant Specialization



Secondary Education and Teacher 
Functions

The role o f a teacher is undergoing a transformation 
due to socio-political changes,explosion o f knowl
edge and advances in pedagogical science, etc. 
Highlighting this aspect,the National Policy on 
Education (1986) states that ‘Teachers will have 
multiple roles to perform— teaching, research, 
development o f learning resource material, 
extension and managing the institution’. In view  
of the multiple roles expected o f teachers, a need 
was felt for a separate course entitled‘Secondary 
Education and Teacher Functions’ in the teacher 
education curriculum.

The content of this course needs to be only such 
as would help student teachers to xquire necessary 
knowledge and skills to perform the said roles. 
Prospective teachers are, therefore, required to be 
exposed to suitable experiences to understand the 
general aims and objectives of secondary educa
tion and their role vis a vis the community. They 
have to understand the relationship between the 
school and the community. The school as an

institution can not exist in isolation as it tried to 
do it in the past. In the light o f the changing 
relationship between school and the community, 
the role o f a teacher is different now. He cannot 
be viewed as a m e r e  functionary operating within 
the four walls o f the classroom. He has to step 
outside the bounds of his environment and be pre
pared to move with the community around him. 
While it is necessary that the resources of the 
school are made available to the community, it 
could also draw upon the skills and expertise 
available in the community by creating climate 
conducive to mutual and productive endeavours. 
Besides, a student teacher need to be made aware of 
his role vis a vis non-formal and adult education.

Apart from acquiring teaching skills to teach ef
fectively in the classroom, student teachers should 
understand the learner-centred approach and learn 
its use in the teaching-learning process. There is 
also the need to help student teachers to understand 
the concept o f ‘action research’. Suitable



experiences are required to be provided to them 
for identifying the problems and solving them 
through pxpcrimeniation/action research. This would 
help them to solve their classroom problems through 
experimentation when they become teachers.

Managing the institution is an important func
tion of a teacher as visualized in the NPE (1986). 
The management o f human and material re
sources is an important input for qualitative 
improvement. This aspect has, therefore, been in
cluded in the course. Similarly, the place o f co- 
curricular activities in a school, principles under
lying the organisation and management of these 
activities need to form a pan o f content of this 
course. These experiences would help teachers to 
link co-curricular activities with curricular areas.

Evaluation is an important function o f a 
teachcr. Capabilities in this regard need to be 
developed in prospective teachers so that they are 
able to discharge this function effectively. 
Concept ofevaluation, process o f evaluation, etc. 
should form a part o f this course. This however, 
needs to be dealt with in this course in a general 
way.

Each teacher needs to observe a code o f conduct 
which forms part o f his professional ethics. Unless 
this is done, it is difficult to raise the status of 
teachers in our society. Student teachers should be 
made to understand the concept o f professional eth
ics, its dimensions and knowledge about stale edu
cation code. The development o f work ethics 
would go a long way in helping the teachers to 
discharge ihcir different functions effectively.

Guidelines

The course consists of nine units. This course is 
tobegiven lOper cent weightage in termsoftime 
in the curriculum for preservice teacher education 
programme for secondary stage. Thus, the total 
time to be devoted to this course is 120 hours. The 
lime allocated for diffwent units is given below:-

Unit I 12 hours
Unit II 12 hours
Unit III 22 hours
Unit IV 12 hours
Unit V 12 hours
Unit VI 15 hours
Unit VII 15 hours
Unit VIII 15 hours
Unit IX 5 hours

120 hours

This time frame for different units is only sug
gestive. Each teacher educator may make changes 
in this Ume frame in the light o f the background o f  
his/her student teachers.

The transaction ofdifferent units appropriately 
is very important for realising the objectives o f the 
course. The nature o f content included under 
different units demands from teacher educators 
varying modes o f  transaction. The transaction mode 
for each unit has been specified under each unit. 
This too is suggestive. Teacher educators may use 
the suggested mode or any other appropriate 
transactional modality considered more useful by 
them. Since the effectiveness of the course de
pends to a great extent on its transactional 
modality, teacher educators arc required to pay



adequate attention to the mode o f transaction for 
different units/content within a unit.

Objectives

The major objectives o f the course on secon
dary education and teacher functions are to:

—  Develop in the student teachers clear percep
tion o f the role and functions o f a teacher as
envisaged in the NPE (1986)

—  Develop an understanding of the brief histori
cal background of Indian education with 
special reference to secondary education

—  Develop an understanding of the objectives 
and scope o f secondary education

—  Acquire proficiency in the use o f core teach
ing skills

—  Understand the concept of instructional tech
nology

—  Develop capabilities in organising co- 
curricuiar activiti^

—  Develop capabilities to identify problems 
and conduct research

—  Acquire experiences in conducting con
tinuous and comprehensive evaluation: and

— Develop an awareness o f the professional 
ethics.

Syllabus

12 HoursUnit /  : Secondary education: its objectives

General aims and objectives of secondary education , significant developments 
in secondary education during post-independence period, main features of 
secondary school curriculum and the process o f curriculum development in 
secondary education

Unit I I : Teacher's role and the national system o f  education 12 Hours

Teacher’s roleasfacilitatorof learning, teacher’s role vis-a-vis transaction of 
curriculum, teacher’s role in preparing students to encounter future challenges, 
teacher as a link between the s c h o o l  and the community, teacher as a mobiliser 
of community resources, role o f a teacher vis-a-vis non-formal and adult 
education

Unit I I I : (a) Communication process 22 Hours

__Meaning and significance o f communication process in teaching-learning



—  Teaching as a communication process
—  Intrapersonal and interpersonal communication
—  Factors affecting communication

(b) Core teaching skills

—  Introducing a lesson
—  Writing instructional objectives in behavioural terms
—  Achieving closure
—  Questioning
—  Stimulus variation
—  Explaining
—  Demonstration
—  B.B, writing

Unit IV  : Co-curricular activities 12 Hours

—  Place of co-curricular activities in a school
—  Objectives o f co-curricular activities
—  Principles underlying the organisation of co-curricular activities
—  Types o f co-curricular activities
—  Management of co-curricular activities

Unit V: Management o f  resources 12 Hours

—  Concept and scope of school management
—  Management o f :

(a) Human resources
(b) Material resources

—  Classroom management

Unit V I : Research and experimentation 15 Hours

—  Meaning, scope and importance o f action research
—  Identification of problems in school and classroom
—  Solving a specific problem through action research
—  Trying out various innovative practices



Unit VII : Instructional technology 15 Hours

—  Concept of instructional technology
—  General principles and maxims of teaching
—  Distinction between methods, models, strategies of teaching
—  Inquiry u-aining model
—  Learner centred approach
—  Overview of software and hardware
—  Meaning, scope and importance o f media in teaching
—  Criteria for selection of an appropriate media 
— Improvising leaching learning material

Unit V I I I : Evaluation 15 Hours

—  Concept, scope and significance of evaluation in educational process
—  Critical appraisal o f existing evaluation system, continuous and comprehensive 

evaluation
—  Process and product evaluation
—  Oral, written and performance evaluation
—  Construction of a criterion reference teacher made achievement test

Unit IX  : Professional ethics 5 Hours

—  Concept of professional ethics
—  Dimensions of ethics
—  Knowledge about state education code
—  General attitudes acceptable to society
—  Work ethics.
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Teaching of English Language

N a tional  Policy on Education,(NPE) 1986, has 
provided new directions for changes in the school 
curriculum which are outlined in the National 
Curriculum for Elementary and Secondary Educa
tion (NCERT, 1988). The new directions empha
sized once more the child centred approach, 
interactive styles o f learning and suggested mini
mum levels o f learning at different stages of 
school education. The NCTE document has also 
emphasized the need for rethinking on preservice 
training of teachers and outlined a course content 
of the training programme and suggested new 
strategies for teacher education. There can be no 
doubt about the fact that the teacher is a crucial 
factor in the teaching learning process. The train
ing curriculum must help the teacher to create a 
desirable classroom climate, to plan a variety of 
learning activities, to produce-and use learning 
materials effectively and to try to identify with the 
needs and aspirations of students. In the process of 
modernisation of preservice and inservice teacher 
education, the teaching o f languages and especially 
of English as a second language, must be consid
ered an important factor. Inspite of all our attempts

at improvement at the national and state levels, 
there is a great deal that is wrong with the teaching 
of English and our students who after years of being 
taught the English language, are not able to under
stand, speak, read or write English which can be 
termed as standard, i.e. acceptable to other speakers 
of English as a second language. The need for 
rethinking on the training programme has two 
major causes as mentioned above, viz. the new 
directions in education and the near failure in the 
teaching of English as a language, caused by the 
fact that it is taught as a content course rather than 
a skill course.

Objectives of the proposed course can be stated 
as follows:

Objectives

1. It should improve the teacher’s own mastery 
of the basic skills in English and of the 
teaching techniques of English as a second 
language. The weightage and time may be in 
proportion to skills training, i.e. what to



teach and how to teach, should get more time 
than description of methods.

2. While the teacher needs to master English 
language so that it can be used as tool both 
for communication and further learning but 
not to learn about the language at this stage.

3. The teacher must be given a sound applied 
course in English phonology, grammar, 
vocabulary, meaning systems so that he can 
use them and teach lexical (vocabulary) 
items which pose problems to his pupil.

4. He must learn methods and techniques of 
teaching English as a second language which 
are both up to date and effective.

5. He should be able to apply the basic prin
ciples of related disciplines such as linguis
tics, psychology, sociology which he is learn
ing in his foundation course and connect 
them to ESL (English as second language) 
procedures.

6 . He should both experience and understand 
the dynamics of group work.

7. Part of his training should give him the 
techniques of evaluating his own teaching as 
w'ell as the pupil’s learning.

8 . Above alii he must learn how to create a 
warm, accepting classroom environment 
conducive to learning and to ego 
enhancement.

9. The teacher must understand the specific

objectives as outlined in the National School 
Curriculum for VI, VII and VIII and particu
larly problems that he may have to face.

Pre-service training alone will not ensure mas
tery of English and language teaching methods, 
therefore, regular inservice training must be planned 
for all teachers henceforth.

English Language Teaching in India

1. An analysis of English language teaching 
(ELT) in India shows that most of it takes 
place through the analysis of single sen
tences without considering in what contexts 
these sentences occur. This is artificial and 
has no consideration for psychological, 
social or interactive dimensions. In short, 
English language is not being taught in a 
meaningful fashion.

2. Textbooks prescribed in many states are 
structural, emphasizing selection and grad
ing of grammatical and vocabulary items. 
However, whether the teacher uses this or 
grammar translation approach, there is 
greater emphasis on passive skills. Further, 
the teacher can only teach what he knows and 
as well as he knows.

3. The emphasis in the methodology of teaching 
English has been until recently on the 
‘teacher and teaching’. The learner and his 
needs have been ignored. Skills like oral 
comprehension, note-taking, reading and 
other study skills necessary for achieving the 
objective of using English as a library lan
guage have been sadly neglected.



4. There is very little, if any, self-directed 
learning in English. The student is, even 
today, very dependent on the teacher and 
can not undertake further study o f the lan
guage on his own.

5. Communicative competence of students in 
the language is very poor. Most learners even 
after completion of a set standardised course, 
are unable to speak slrucluraWy weW foimed 
sentences or even understand the speech of 
others in a cultural or social context.

6 . There is even today a vast deal o f difference 
in spoken English as it is taught in different 
parts o f India, This is so because in most 
cases, there is a great deal of interference of 
the mother tongue in the use of English. 
However, the teacher of English could also 
use the basic skills acquired in the mother 
tongue in a constructive manner.

7. Today learners are motivated to learn Eng
lish for economic reasons rather than emo
tional or cultural reasons.

8 . English language teaching does not facilitate 
or release the creativity o f the learner in any 
sphere, i.e. literature, science or manage
ment where English is used as medium.

The situation is challenging and a positive ap
proach in the right direction would certainly im
prove the scene o f ELT. This beginning must be 
made in dur teacher training colleges, if it is to 
filter down to the masses. A sense of commiunent 
on the part of our teacher educators will certainly 
go a long way in facing the challenge o f ELT in the 
country.

Specific Objectives

At the end of the training programme the student 
teacher should:

1. be able to comprehend the new role of Eng
lish in universal primary education and learn 
English as a tool.

2 . be commiiied, inspired and enlhusiasuc teacher 
of English as a second language.

3. have mastered the four —  language skills of 
understanding, speaking, reading and writ
ing and also the content of the prescribed 
textbooks and curriculum.

4. have tried out different models of teaching 
which were demonstrated to him during the 
training period.

5 . have acquired facility, with intensive and 
extensive reading of modem textbooks, i.e. 
different kinds of writing (literary and oth
ers) which are usually prescribed for school 
children.

6 . be able to teach with skill using interactional 
mode to evaluate himself and pupils to incul
cate right language habits and to use controls 
so that wrong language habits are not formed.

7 . be able to devise learning materials for 
teaching English as second language and 
remedy the errors which the pupils make.

Guidelines

The teacher educator must keep in mind that:



1. There should be no lectures about methods/ directions in ESL may be organised on the ollow- 
topics which are outlined below but brief ihg lines:
presentations which are to be demonstrated 
in use by the teacher educators since the 
student teacher will imitate what the teacher 
educator does rather that do as he says. In 
short, the methods course must be an 
illustration of the theories recommended.

2. There is no artificial division between con
tent enrichment and methods. The student 
leacher will go over the syllabus for 8 , 9 , 10, 11, 
12th class with his teacher educator and while • 
learning how to teach these points also im
prove his mastery of the English language.

3. All the learning about the English language 
will be implicit and not explicit for the 
pupils in school. Because we cannotassume 
mastery of the basic structure of sounds, 
words, grammar and meaning in the student 
teacher, he too must be helped to develop a 
mental picture, an implicit structure of Eng
lish with only necessary explicit teaching 
about English language.

4. The student teacher as well as the teacher 
educator must be able to use a simplied 
reference grammar which provides copious 
examples, if necessary, the experts commit
tee may develop one such for Indian condi
tions.

5. The goal is to encourage communicative 
competence in our student teachers.

Implications for Teacher Educators

The orientation of teacher educators to new

1. Greater insight into the working of Inglish 
language.

2. Knowledge of more recent techniques which 
are relevant to Indian conditions.

3. Encouragement to seek expert help fiomRCEs. 
ELTs, SCERTs.

4. The ability to make purposeful use of nedia.

5. Acquaintance with professional literatire and 
journals.

Curriculum Transaction

The teaching of English has been equate! with 
the teaching of content in the prescribed text
books, and therefore, the method of teaching used 
nonnally is explication of the content. With the 
structural syllabus, some emphasis is being given 
to introduction of graded sentence patterns aid vo^ 
cabulary items but there is more to the teach ng of  
English. What the language teacher needs more 
than anything is comprehension of the dyiamic 
strategies of the Speaker or Writer. In orier to 
facilitate learning in their pupils, the teichers 
must also understand autonomous and self-di
rected learning schemes. Language learning must 
be linked with other cognitive and sensori-notor 
skills which the pupils are acquiring anc with 
which they deal with the physical and social envi
ronment around them. There should be an inte
grated approach to curriculum transactioa The



Student teacher must learn methods and techniques 
of teaching English as a second language which are 
both up to date and effective. He should be able to 
bridge his knowledge of language and methods 
with learning activities. He should both experience 
and understand the dynamics of group work. Part 
of his training should give him the techniques 
of evaluation. Above all, he must learn how to 
create a warm, receptive classroom environment 
conducive to learning and ego enhancement of the 
pupils.

Integrating ESL with Curriculum

What changes can be made in the ESL and 
training curriculum in order that the students and 
teachers could function belter in their classrooms? 
The focus need not be on language per je, not even 
on communication, for these are means to an end. 
Language learning should promote cognitive de
velopment. But at present, students do not get 
trained in various forms of reasoning, such as, 
cause and effect leading to sequences of events, 
underlining the central meaning of an event, mak- 
mg comparisons, identifying relationships, rec
ognizing problems and their solutions, drawing 
conclusions, anticipating events and consequences, 
defining alternative courses o f actions, understand
ing feelings, experiences and reactions of others 
from their statements. To sum up, ESL curriculum 
is to be relevant to the purposes to which the rest of 
the education is developed. It is, therefore, impor
tant that ESL curriculum should focus on tasks 
which embody the kind of thinking that thv 
student might be expected to engage in his non
language classes. This will lead the students to 
generalise linguistic and cognitive skills learnt in

language classroom to other non-language school 
settings. Such tasks would also prove intrinsically 
motivating. Only if student teachers are trained in 
this integrated manner, they will use the training in 
the classrooms.

Motivation and self Interest

Motivation is a complex drive. For our purpose 
here, we will oversimplify and equate motivation 
with self-interest. The ESL curriculum must be 
based on the learner’s interests and creativity. As 
John Rassias puts it, in ‘the Psychology of  
Language Learning’, orientation must always be 
towards the student. The self is thus important. It is 
the genuine involving factor in study and psycho
logically we build on it. The student must always 
relate to what he is doing. Ideally, language study 
should be undertaken for the direct effect it has on 
the self. It is the route to maturity.

A great deal o f what goes on under the name of 
second language teaching, does in fact conven
iently ignore the lexical items which might inter
est the students. A blind insistence on the learner’s 
acquisition of a core of basic sentence patterns 
often leads to educationally limited language pro
grammes. It is necessary to remind the language 
teachers that while valid language skills may be 
the primary motive behind learning a second 
language; they should never allow themselves 
to subordinate to such immediate aims, the long- 
range objectives of fostering human values. The 
<;tudent teacher must be helped to develop his 
creativity and interests and the teacher educator 
must look beyond the usual classroom situation of  
pen, pencils and books. In practical terms, this will



involve permitting the learner to try out new roles 
in the second language, introducing cultural items 
characteristic of the societies to which the 
language belongs, undertaking appropriate digres
sions whenever interest is aroused, and relating the 
instruction to current events.

The language teacher must remember that long 
term aims may evoke the student’s enthusiasm at 
the initial stage but can not sustain interest for the 
length of time required for reasonable profi
ciency. Therefore, each lesson should provide its 
own motivation. The students have verbal curios
ity and an urge for socialization. These can be 
harnessed to ESL. Where communication 4s the 
method of ESL, the learning teaching is done 
among the students. All life is communication. We 
never read or write for ourselves alone. If the 
exercises are to be read out to each other, the 
students can choose a partner, sit together and hear 
each other, their own and other’s spoken and 
written exercises. In this way, the social nature of 
language and language learning is used by the ESL 
teacher. Paired or group work in language classes 
involves imaginative anticipation of playroles in 
social groups. Each exercise must spring from 
the circumstances of their own lives. A 
learner’s active participation yields better results 
than passive. The teacher becomes a facilitator, 
calls upon the child’s resources and sets a creative 
pattern into which learner’s energies flow. The 
teacher assists the learner to compile his word 
lists and compositions but does not set them and 
does not impose himself. Just as a bar magnet 
creates a certain physical condition in the field 
around it, and the magnetic field then acts upon the 
iron fillings; similarly, the teacher structures his

class but does not interfere with the learning proc
ess itself.

Syllabus outline for English Language Teaching

The teacher educator should ensure that:

—  the overall approach is participatory and all 
learners participate in learning activities.

—  he plays the role of a planner, manager and 
facilitator of learning activities.

—  the student teacher develops his own basic 
language skills in listening, speaking, reading 
and writing.

—  the emphasis should be on meaningful com
munication and creative activities.

(i) The distinctive feature of this syllabus is that 
it is learner oriented and it is aware of the 
needs of the student teacher. Until now the 
trainees may not have had the opportunity to 
master the basic skills of English in a learn
ing environment. The trainee must be 
exposed to spoken and written English in 
such a manner that he/she may be motivated 
to use English and to look for opportunities 
to continue learning. To assist the student 
teachcr in this self-leaming, texts spoken (on 
tapes and video tapes) and written texts must 
be provided so that examples of contempo
rary usage and writing in English are studied.

(ii) The progress of the trainees could be moni
tored through their performance in the



suggested activities and through assign
ments. Experiments in group and self-assess
ment with charts could be tried out. The 
testing could be more informal than formal, 
spread over the two years o f training in a con
tinuous fashion.

.(iii) This pattern of evaluation is to ensure 
active participation of the trainees in semi
nars, panel discussion, demonstrations, 
observation of demonstration lesson, viewing 
of films and listening to taped materials.

( iv) The teacher educator will be effective in his 
training since the trainee will use the methods 
the teacher educator uses in the classroom.

(v) The trainees do not need to learn about 
English language so much as to have before 
them a model of usage and opportunities to 
use the language. The teacher educator, there
fore, should avoid lectures and monologues 
and use demonstrations, group work and 
activity-based approach.

Intensive Training in Language Skills

The trainees who undergo B.Ed. programme 
need more than curriculum transaction strategies. 
They need to improve their own mastery of the 
basic skills in English. The trainees need tohnaster 
the English language so that it can be used for both 
communication and fijrther learning. The trainee 
can give practice to his pupils in spoken language, 
grammar, vocabulary meaning and cultural con

texts of communication when he has g sound knowl
edge of these systems. Therefore, it is necessary for 
each trainee to undergo an intensive training pro
gramme. This training programme will have the 
same number of hours as devoted to the pedagogi
cal component and will keep a little ahead of it. The 
trainee will study each unit and then learn through 
observation as to how to teach it and then devise 
lesson plans and teaching learning materials before 
he leaches it in his piaclicum. Each \m i  \s, m  ih\s 
way, gone over by each u^ainee four times.* This is 
one way to ensure that training is practice-oriented 
and leads to a pre-defined level o f mastery.

The mastery of English language should have 
a textual base. Trainees must, above all, master all 
the texts prescribed for English at the school level 
(from class VI to class XII)'. More particular 
attention must be given to texts prescribed by the 
state for secondary classes. Further, the trainee may 
be exposed to contemporary and standard written 
English and different varieties of discourse. Such 
a variety of textual material is to be found in many 
anthologies. It must be kept in mind that thcso, 
anthologies are for extensive reading by the trainee 
and at no time to be taught in the classroom or 
tested in the traditional manner. However, the 
trainees may be encouraged to study these in their 
own time and write or give oral reports of the four 
books they have read. The following are in the 
nature of suggestions for reading texts.

All text-books prescribed for study upto class 
XII should be intensively studied. For extensive 
study at least four of the following books may be 
studied:

Tnis is ihe same method of training as used in the Elementary Training Programme.



(i) Let’s Enrich Our English series by NCERT.

(ii) An Anthology o f  Short Stories by contempo
rary writers in English.

(iii) A collection of contemporary one-act plays 
or a full length play preferably contemporary.

(iv) Abridged and simplified versions of classics 
of modem fiction.

(v) Biographical writing or an interesting trave
logue.

Care should be taken in selecting authors of 
literary standing whose writings will not present 
too many cultural problems. It may be worthwhile 
to include Indian writers like R.K. Narayan and 
Anita Desai. Similarly;, contemporary writers from 
other (ex)colonies like Canada, Australia and Af
rica may be read.

Syllabus

S.No. Unit M ode o f  Hours 
Transaction

1. Objectives o f  teaching and learn
ing English at the secondary level

Presentation, group discussion, 2 
oral reports, practical work

(i) Second language learning and mother 
tongue learning

Trainees will study critically 
the following:

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

The function of a second language in a
multilingual society
Role of English in India and its place in
the school curriculum
Development of language and cognitive
skills

(a) Syllabus in English
(b) Introduction and objectives
(c) Outline of the course contents of the

textbooks and the workbooks
ITLS Test: 1 hour (This test will determine.' 
the trainee’s strength and weaknesses)

(v) The curriculum of English in the 
secondary school

Section

Levels of English language-related 
skills and how to teach them.

Demonstration, listening to tapes, lesson 
planning

2
(a)

Spoken language
Sounds, stress and intonation patterns, 
features of pronunciation, e.g. word-stress, 
sentence stress, stress in nouns and verbs

Peer group teaching, 6
preparation of teaching-leaming
material.
Language lab. work, car and speech training.



(b) Social norms in conversation: responses 
such as expression of gratitude, regret or 
appreciation, polite fonns of request,
in <!f ruction, agreement and disagreemrat, 
expressions of disappointment or rebuke.

(c) Reading aloud in class, participation in 
formal and informal discussion or debate, 
how to ask questions, how to res[x>nd to 
inquiry, how to introduce and thank a 
speaker, how to interact in an interview 
situation, how to propose a formal felicita
tion or condolence, how to take turns in 
convcrsalion and maintam a dialogue in the 
classroom

Remedial woric to make the trainee’s 
speech distinct and easy to. understand

Note:'Intensive training in language skills 
(ITLS) will start with this, course and keep 
a little ahead of the course unit since the 
practice of skill comes before the plaruiing 
of teaching. This unit will need six hours 
ITLS work, ITLS 6 hours

Semantic structure o f  the language
(a) Semantic fields and how to introduce 

various areas of meaning and words or 
lexis connected with them

(b) How to expand the vocabulary of trainees

(c) Use of dictionary and thesaurus

(d) Word meaning in context, how to teach 
contextual meaning

(e) How to distinguish between and use 
appropriate synonyms

(f) Dimensions of formal, informal, technical, 
general, loaded and neutral styles

(g) Vocabulary used to define other words, how 
to make sure that pupils use it correctly

Demonstration, lesson plans, 
preparation of learning materials 
in groups, tutorial work in groups

ITLS - 6 hours

Syntax

(a) How to present grammatical structures in
class

(b) How to practice verb patterns

(c) How to plan for remedial work on
determiners and prepositions

(d) How to teach important and frequent
transformations

Demonstration, peer group teaching. 
Group evaluation of lesson plans

A class project in preparation of 
leaming material, innovative use of 
role play and drama ITLS- 6 hours



(e) How to explicate the tense usage in English

5 (a) Methods o f  ESL and classroom techniques

(i) What facilitates language learning?

(ii) When is appropriate to use mother tongue 
or transaction?

(iii) Direct, intensive and immersion methods of
second language teaching

(iv) Selection and grading of teaching items

(v) The multi-sensory teaching

(vi) When to use drill and how?

(vii) Communication and basic rules

(b) Evaluation

New directions in evaluation, continuous 
and comprehensive evaluation in ELT, 
diagnostic tests and remedial tests and 
remedial techniques, self-evaluation 
and self-correcting exercises, how to 
make up different kinds of exercises, 
drill transformation, cloze, how to devise 
checklists, probes and progress records

SECTION; DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE SKILLS

6. Comprehension o f  spoken language

(a) How to give pupils practice in listening 
and comprehension

(b) Types of spoken English and modes

(c) Implications of stress and intonation

(d) How to make notes while listening

7. Communicative skill with special reference 
to the roles o f  the Speaker

Demonstration, lesson planning

Preparation of audio-visual aids, group 
discussion, written reports, class project 
in preparing details of grading and 
selection in areas of language 
Practical work - 6 hours

How to make lesson plans using different 
techniques, tryout and evaluation. An 
attempt is to be made under all the four 
language skills. Each trainee should cover 
two subunits in each skills, i.e.
8 lesson plans - PW 8 Hrs.

5 a. ITLS- 6 hours 
5. b. ITLS - 8 hours 
Peer group testing of tools

Demonstration, listening and 
comprehension practice

Preparation of formal exercises for pupils

ITLS - 5 hours language labs 

Demonstration tutorial work

PW5



(a) What the Speaker wishes to communicate 
and to whom, how this affects the spoken 
language

(b) Use of spoken forms in dialogues, stories 
reading aloud, dramatization and poetry 
reading

(c) Correct use of stress and intonation and 
division of utterance into meaningful 
word groups

Development o f  reading skills

(a) How to teach reading with ajpropriate 
speed for various purposes such as 
studying, looking for information, 
scanning, etc.

(b) Reading for overall comprehension, 
how to practise analysing a text for 
organisation

(c) Reading for implication and interpretation, 
how to teach pupils to make inferences

(d) Reading for evaluation or how to teach 
pupils to read critically

(e) Reading for appreciation of form, 
style and author’s personality

(f) Reading for facts, reasoning, logical 
relationships, definitions, generalisation, 
understanding diagrams

(g) Reading manuals, chans,schedules and 
mie books or to follow instructions

Inculcating reading habits

(a) How to set real life tasks which require 
rapid silent reading

(b) How to encourage supplementary reading

(c) How to teach reference skills using the

Preparation of learning material 
making up drills for oral work

Recording materials from radio, 
TV and tapes

ITLS- 5 hours
Language lab. and tutorial work

Demonstraction, peer group teaching, 
analysis of the textooks examples for 
examples of different typfes of reading 
required

Devising further exercises in reading 
comprehension

ITLS - Resding skills enhancement

PW-5

Demonstration

Preparing a check list of readidng skills 

Preparing a probe for reading problems 

Preparing lists of supplementary reading

PW-6



library, reference books, index, 
bibliography and dictionary

(d) How to appreciate different types of 
texts—literary, expository, hortative

10. Development o f  writing skills in English

(a) How to teach advanced mechanics of
writing, i.e. spelling, punctuation, indenting," 
title and sub-tities of sections. Underlining 
quotations, use of parantheses, use of 
abbreviations, capiul letters and correct 
forms of address in letters, 
applications, etc.

(b) How to leach the organisation of a 
paragraph, an essay or a paper, i.e. 
organisation of mailer-inductive, deductivc 
or serial and its markers in terms of 
appropriate linkages.

for the textbook—a class project 
Developing comprehension exercises-home 
assignment

Understanding the different demands of 
extensive and intensive reading 
ITLS- Group tutorial - 4

Demonstration 4

Planning written assignments. Group work- 
exercises in usage, grammar and lexis, class 
project PW 6
Devising written exercises in written English 
Home asssignments—planning of comprehension, 
exercises and remedial work. The trainees 
may be given model exercises in composition.
ITLS written assignment and discussion 6

ITLS tests - 1 hour

Practicum and Internship Teaching

In the outline of teacher education programme 
for higher secondary stage, 20 per cent of the time 
has been devoted to practical work and 20 percent 
lo internship teaching (at the + 2 stage). As spe
cializations have 20 per cent of the total time of 
which 10 per cent is for ELT, it will also have 10 
per cent of the time for practical work and 10 per 
cent o f the time for internship teaching. This 
works out to 60 hours each. Suggestions are given

above keeping this time budgeting in mind. The 
hours refer only to time table hours; quite clearly 
one hour of classroom teaching will need ntore 
hours o f preparation than the lime table hojrs. 
These can only be provided by enssuring that each 
unit is covered in curriculum transaction strategies 
and methods of presentation, leaching learning 
model materials are demonstrated in class and 
practical work is initiated right from the beginning 
of the training period and keeps pace with the 
methods and content enrichment.



Teaching of Mathematics

N a t io n a l  policy on Education (1986), lays down 
the importance of mathematics as a vehicle for 
logical thinking and reasoning. Accordingly, the 
programme o f teacher education should incorpo
rate activities which enable the student teacher to 
atiain a sufficiently high degree of competency in 
the area o f mathematics, especially upto the 
secondary standard.

It is, therefore, necessary that the mastery over 
the contents prescribed for secondary school 
courses should be insisted upon the student- 
teacher. This should be used in the teacher educa
tion programme not only for developing 
computational and interpretative skills but also as 
a vehicle for promoting the cognitive, affective 
and psycho-motor objectives o f mathematics edu
cation.

NPE (1986) also suggests the use of modem 
technological devices like computers, in the 
teaching of mathematics. The student teachers 
should, therefore, be given insuiictions to become 
well versed in the development and use of the

modem methodologies and technologies relevant 
to the teaching o f mathematics. These methodolo
gies should logically match the age group, ability 
level, course content and the resources available in 
the school.

The following objectives and guidelines spell 
out as to how the detailed syllabus for the 
teaching o f mathematics in teacher education 
course (secondary level) be evolved to achieve the 
goals set out in NPE (1986).

Objectives

The objectives of the teaching of mathematics 
course at the secondary level should develop the 
competencies and skills in the student teacher so 
that he/she is able to:

1. Define, explain and distinguish the various 
concept in mathematics

2. Solve mathematical problems

3. Formulate instructional objectives in terms of  
behavioural outcomes



4. Analyse the content in terms of concept, sub
concept and relation between them

5. Select and organise learning experiences 
according to the develomental stages of learner

6 . Design strategies suited to the teaching o f  
particular content to normal, slow learners 
and gifted children

7. Draw and interpret diagrams, figures, graphs, 
etc.

8 . Develop and use material aids, like models, 
charts, projector and other resources

9. Construct diagnostic and achievement tests

10. Employ continuous and comprehensive evalu
ation techniques to evaluate student’s per
formance

11. Use learner-centred and activity-based ap- 
. proaches for the teaching of mathematics

12. Organise activities like mathematics clubs, 
mathematics quiz, exhibition, etc.

13. Evaluate mathematics text-material

14. State the modem developments in the field of 
mathematics

15. Develop computational skills in his students

16. Create interest in students in mathematics

17. Develop among the students an appreciation 
for the contribution of Indian mathemati
cians.

Guidelines for Selection of Course Content

The secondary stage comprises of classes IX and 
X covering the age group 14 + and 15+, Thecourse 
contents and methods of transaction of teaching of 
mathematics should be according to characteristics 
of learners belonging to this particular age group.

The duration of pre-service teacher education 
programme for secondary stage has been pro
posed as one year by NCTE. The duration may 
be utilized for enrichment of course content 
prescribed for the secondary school students and 
training in modes and methodologies. Teaching 
should be activity oriented in the matrix of actual 
classroom situation as far as possible.

The minimum qualification for student teachers 
offering mathematics as the subject of speicaiiza- 
tion should be a bachelor’s degree with mathemat
ics.

The development o f mathematical abilities as 
envisaged in NPE (1986) should be given promi
nence in the teaching of mathematics in the teacher 
education programme.

The setting up of mathematics room and mathe
matics laboratory should be in the sine qua non for 
the teacher education course and efforts should be 
made to develop them in the teacher education 
institutions for the guidance of student teachers.

Secondary school mathematics course should 
form the basis for the methodology course.

The emphasis must be laid down on core



components in school curriculum, e.g. inculcation norms and protection of environment have to be
o f the scientific temper through the development of kept in mind while framing the syllabus.
analytical thinking and reasoning as recommended • n u- j i® While developmg syllabi or adoptmg examples,
by nauonal cumculum frame work and NPE concentric approach to syllabus formaUon
(1986). Besides this, the three components correlational approach in transactional strate-
elimination of sex bias, observance of small family gj^g ̂  mind.

Syllabus

Unit I : The need and significance o f  teaching mathematics

(i) Quantification and measurement

(ii) Developing mathematical reasoning

Unit II: Practical applications o f  mathematics in day to day life

Unit III: Planning o f  instruction in mathematics

A. Selecting the content for instruction, identifying the teaching points for a mathe
matics lesson, organisation of the content

B. Stating instructional objectives for a mathematics lesson and identifying learn
ing outcomes in behavioual terms with respect to knowledge, comprehension, 
application, skills, interest and attitude categories

C. Content analysis in terms of content categories: facts, concepts, generalization 
and process, sequencing o f content categories

D. Designing learning experiences: appropriate strategies, teaching aids and evalu
ation tools

E. Preparation of unit plan and lesson plan

Unit IV: Strategies o f  teaching the process and product o f  mathematics, monitor system, 
assignments, practical work, project, tutorials, (auto instructional materials)

Unit V: Teaching o f  arithmetic with special reference to the following topics—

Percentage, ratio, proportion, profit and loss, interest, discount, share, divident 
and bank account, and other forms of deposits



Unit VI: Teaching o f  algebra with special reference to the following topics—

Exponents, algebraic expressions, linear equations, sets, relations, functions, 
graphs, logarithms, polynomials, quadratic equations, H.C.F.,L.C.M. factoriza
tion

Unit VII: Teaching o f  geometry and trigonometry with special reference to the following 
topics—

Triangles, types of triangles, congruency and similarity of triangles, circles 
and related theorems, locus, construction and mensuration of solids. Trigonomet
ric ratios, identities, values of trignorimetric ratios of some particular angles (0",
30°, 45°, 60°, 90°), heights and distances

Unit VIII: Teaching o f  statistics and computation with special reference to the following 
topics—

Collection, classification and graphical representation of data and its interpreta
tion, measures of central tendency, f lo w  chart and algorithm for solving 
computational problems

Unit IX: Contributions o f  Indian mathematicians: Bhaskaracharya, Aryabhatta, Ramanujan 
and o f  Arabs and Greeks

Unit X  Evaluation

(a) Text material
(i) Coverage of course content

(ii) Provision of graded/ sufficient exercise
(iii) Language of the book
(iv) Provision of solved examples and their quality
(v) Index and references

(vi) Quality of paper, printing, etc.

(b) Summative and formative types of tests, characteristics of test items, construction 
of objective test item.



Teaching of Science

Im p o r t a n c e  of science education in the teacher 
education curriculum has been emphasised by 
various national educational commissions and it 
has also been suggested that considerable empha
sis should be laid on strengthening the science 
education. The qualities and values like creativity, 
spirit o f enquiry, courage to ask questions, can be 
developed through meaningful teaching of sci
ence at the school level so as to enable the learner 
to acquire problem solving and decision making 
skills. Besides, the close relationship of science 
with health, agriculture and industry and many 
other aspects of daily life, can never be denied. 
Therefore, every effort should be made to extend 
science education even to those quarters where it 
could not reach till now.

Science education is an integral part of school 
curriculum up to the secondary stage; and there
fore needs careful and judicious planning in 
rcspect to syllabi and guidelines especially in the 
icacher education curriculum.

The course content is to be based on the 
objectives it has to realize through a specified

component of teacher education.

In order to evolve guidelines for developing 
course content in the teaching of science at the 
secondary level, the following questions arise:

1. What should be the nature of course content 
for science methodology at the secondary 
level?

2. How should science method curriculum be 
transacted at the secondary level?

3. What are the other roles envisaged of the 
teacher in the context ofbroader concerns of 
education to be attempted through the teach
ing of science?

To discuss the above queries, it may be impera
tive to defuse or specify objectives of course 
content in teaching of science at the school stage.

Objectives

The objectives of the teaching of science course 
at the secondary level should be to develop such



competencies and skills in the student teacher so
that he/she is able to:

1. develop an understanding of the nature of 
science

2 . state instructional objectives in terms of 
specific behavioural outcomes

3. analyse contents in terms of concepts, sub
concepts and the relation between them 
(concept mapping)

4. construct suitable tools of evaluation, under
stand continuous and comprehensive evalu
ation and employ it for feedback and 
remediation

Curriculum Transaction

Science is more than a body of facts, a collection 
of principles, and a set of machines for measure
ment. It is a structured and directed way of asking 
and answering questions. Pedagogical triumph 
does not lie in teaching the pupil the facts of science 
but to ensiurejAat ^ ese  facts are taught in relation 
to the procedure of scientific inquiry. Science, 
therefore, should be taught as a procedure of 
inquiry. The well-iaught pupil will approach 
human behaviour, social structure and the claims 
of authority with the same spirit of an alert skep; 
ticism that he adopts towards scientific theories. 
It is here that the future citizen will learn that the 
science is not memory or magic but rather a disci
plined form o f human curiosity.

establish the ecology of science classroom 
to generate a healthy learning environment

use appropriate educational technology and 
develop low - cost teaching material

undertake comparative study of science cur
ricula developed by curriculum groups in 
India and abroad and to familiarize with 
global concerns in curriculum development

analyze and evaluate science syllabus and 
science textbooks

develop skills of organising out of school or 
extended curricular activities such as sci
ence clubs, science fairs, science exhibitions 
and field studies.

Among the techniques of instruction which play 
an important role in the type of effective 
curriculum transaction involving activity based 
approach, the teacher has to be apt at—

—  Planning o f activities
—  Preparing the students for activities
—  Conducting and supervising activities
—  Conducting discussion, and
—  Designing activities for evaluating learning 

outcomes.

Planning of activities involves that the 
teacher should be equipped suitably to 
understand the general objectives of the 
course, the specific objectives of each unit, 
and plan suitable activities, work out time 
schedules, material checklists. Though a 
teacher can perform these tasks, he need not



do it himself. This task may be delegated to 
the curriculum framers instead. Using a 
suitably prepared teacher’s handbook, he/she 
should be expected to perform the teaching 
task efficiently and without undue strain.

Preparing the students for activity involves 
introduction of the subject, identification o f  
the problem, evolving a strategy for solving 
the problem, getting the pupils and material 
organised.

Group discussion involves pooling of vari
ous ideas (from students), leading a discus
sion, encouraging and ensuring maximum 
participation of students, encouraging these 
students who are shy, lack confidence and 
are generally non-participative. Restraint on 
the part of the teacher from monopolizing 
talk time is an important skill.

In short, activities for teaching/learning may 
encourage pupils to:

—  Formulate hypotheses
—  Ask questions
—  Experiment with new ideas
—  Stimulate creative thinking, and
—  Solve problems.

Activities for evaluating learning out
comes may be organised under the follow
ing three broad areas:

(a) Operational/functional understanding 
of scientific principles/concepts

(b) Competence to solve problems, and

(c) Development of scientific attitudes, in
terest and appreciations. Such activi
ties may include; teacher’s observa
tions, situational problem solving, par
ticipation of the pupils, assignment of 
project, short quizzes, paper and pencil 
test and student’s performance at work, 
etc.

Teacher’s Role ‘beyond’ Classroom

The principal role of the teacher will essentially 
be teaching and guidance of the pupils through:

—  Classroom instruction
—  Tutorials
—  Personal contact
—  Other ways for building the character of 

the students.

The teacher has to undertake upon himself/ 
herself the role of a researcher to undertake small 
case studies 6 f his/her students and to design appro
priate strategies. Thus, he/she should be able to 
undertake or promote research, experimentation, 
extension and social service and be able to 
participate in management o f a variety o f service 
and activities organised by the institutions and such 
a provision has to be provided in the teacher educa
tion curriculum.

In the light of the above concerns, the expecta
tions from a prospective science teacher are 
varied. Thus, the science teacher should be able to:

—  Inculcate in the students the relationship of 
science with health, agriculture, industry, 
environment, nutrition and other aspccts of 
living.



—  Use scientific knowledge in erasing false 
beliefs, prejudices and practices prevailing in 
the society.

—  Develop in students decision making and 
problem solving skills in daily life situations.

Guidelines for Formulating Course

(a) The time allocation for the one-year pro
gramme for secondary teacher preparation 
is 120 hours for teaching of science and 
the course content in science teaching must 
be in accordance with this time.

(b) More emphasis should be placed on the 
student teacher actually performing the 
tasks he/she is being trained for.The 
methods used must reflect the methods ex
pected of the student teacher in the class
room situation,

(c) Activities like exhibitions and field trips 
should form an integral part of the course 
content as these help the student teacher in 
enhancing the knowledge base and boost
ing the confidence of the student in appre
ciating relevance of science.

(d) The techniques of evaluation should be so 
incorporated that the student teacher is able 
to effectively evaluate the learning out
comes.

(e) Various innovative programmes in 
science education developed in the Irdian 
context should be highlighted.

(f) The course content in the teaching o f sci
ence should provide for alternative content 
and transactional strategies so that student 
teacher-has flatibility and choice in mak
ing curriculum transaction effective.

(g) Enrichment activities in science.which may 
be improving teaching-learning, may be 
provided for in the syllabus.

(h) It may be quite imperative that the student 
teachers learn about and practi’se inquiry 
approach. This approach may encourage 
the “inquiry”, the “experimental” or “dis
covery” approach to demonsu-ate science 
as a discipline which lays emphasis on 
inductive learning, problem solving and 
creative thinking.

(i) The development of scientific temper may 
have significance in the methods of secon
dary science teaching in the teacher 
education curriculum.

(j) It should help in developing mastery over 
approaches o f individualized instruction 
with specific reference to PS I, and com
puter aided instruction.



Syllabus

SYLLABUS OUTLINE FOR SCIENCE METOOD COURSE

Total - 120 hours 

U n itl:  Nature o f  science

—  Nature and scope of science 
(Explaining the terms: Nature of Science)

—  Substantive structure
—  Syntactical structure

Unit 2: Objective-based science teaching at secondary level

—  Aims and objectives
—  Types of objectives
—  Statement of objectives of behavioural terms
—  Relating objectives with behavioural outcomes
—  Defining minimum levels o f learning

Unit 3: Learner centred and activity-based approach to teaching o f  science

—  Concept approach (how concepts may be acquired through activities)
—  Process approach (write different processes of science)
—  Individualized instruction (explain its need and importance)
—  Programmed learning (develop one unit o f programmed learning material)
—  Computer aide-d instruction

CURRICUI.UM TOANSACTION

Unit 4: Science curriculum

—  Explaining the term curriculum: determinants of curriculum and principles of 
curriculum organisation

—  Science curricularprojects:some examples, India/abrpad.PSSC, BSSC, Chem 
study (study these projects and write characteristics of each)



—  Emerging trends
—  Analysis and evaluation of syllabus and textbooks, (develop an evaluative 

criterion and conduct an evaluative study of a science syllabus and science 
textbook)

Unit 5: Transactional strategies

—  Analysis of content and indentification of concepts (student teachers to write 
10 concepts from a unit each from any two school science subjects)

—  Listing instructional objectives and behavioural outcomes (student teachers to 
write 10 behavioural outcomes for cach unit— each from a topic in any two school 
science subjects)

—  Selecting and developing learning activities/experiences at the secondary level 
(develop learning activities for three lessons in any two teaching subjects—  
Physics, Chemistry, Biology. Mention the developmental stage o f children at the 
secondary level)

—  Preparation of lesson plan/unit plans (write 6 lesson plans— three each in any 
two teaching subjects and two unit plans)

—  Maintaining ecology of the classroom (write factors related to ecology of the 
classroom)

—  Preparation of low cost improved apparatus, (prepare two apparatus)
—  Preparation and use of multi-media materials (develop a radio script for educa

tional broadcast)

Unit 6: Laboratory management and safety

—  Lab. equipment
—  Designing of a science lab.
—  Management of a science laboratory
—  Safety and precautionary measures in a science laboratory

EVALUATION IN SECONDARY SCIENCE

Unit 7; Extra curricular activities in science teaching

Student teachers shall be asked to prepare an outline for organising the 
following;



—  Field study with a special reference to science education
—  Science club
—  Science fair
—  # Science exhibition
—  .Identification and use o f community resource 

Unit 9: Evaluation
*

—  Explaining the terms: evaluation, comprehensive and continuous evaluation
—  Student teachers shall develop 100 test items in science (diffaent types)
—  Determine the need of diagnostic testing and reme4ial measures
—  Prepare a diagnostic test

(a) Prepare an achievement test
(b) Use criterion reference test

—  Analyse and interpret test data collected through field work)

INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCE IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

A Study of some innovations for improvement of science education (student teacher 
shou!^ be asked to write papers on the following which will be discussed in the seminar).
This could be done through project work.

—  Nehru Science Exhibition
—  Mobile science vans (laboratories)
:— Vikram Sarabhai Science Centre, Ahmedabad
—  Kerala Sastra Sahitya Parishad 
— .Ekalavya Project.



Teaching of Social Sciences

T he educational system of a country is an expres
sion of its unique national socio-cultural identity. 
It should help to meet the challenges of the time. 
India today is facing great challenges. Her 
political and social life is passing through a phase 
which threatens to erode our long cherished values., 
The accepted national goals o f secularism, social
ism, democracy and social ethics are under in
creasing strains. Sometimes, even the unity and 
integrity of the country is threatened by the forces 
of disintegration. It is, therefore, of utmost impor
tance that the ideas and values which are in keeping 
with these national goals should be strengthened 
and the coming generations be imbued with strong 
commitments to human values, social justice and 
national unity and integrity.

With a view to meeting these requirements, 
some new thrusts have been envisaged in our 
education. These are study of India’s freedom 
struggle, values as enshrined in the constitution, 
protection of environment, removal of social and 
sex biases, development of scientific temper, and 
adhering to small family norms, etc. These ele

ments which reflect the emerging national concerns 
and imperatives are expected to develop in the 
learner desirable values, attitudes and skills to 
facilitate his/ her growth into a well informed, en
lightened and responsible citizen. They are also 
intended to strengthen national iden^ty and social 
cohesion. Social sciences are very potential areas 
of study to develop these values and attitudes, and 
therefore, occupy a place of crucial importance 
as a component of general education.1

To be able to achieve these objectives, the 
teachers of social sciences require a new kind of 
orientation in terms of their content competence 
and the skills needed to transmit the content of 
social sciences to the learners. If the social 
sciences teacher is to act as a catalyst in the process 
of developing a citizen who is productive, 
believes in social justice, and commuted to the 
societal goals, he/she needs to become such a 
citizen. Restructuring the course in the methodol
ogy of teaching social sciences in tlî e teacher 
education curriculum is, therefore, very essential.



Present Status

At present the curricular area in the teacher 
education curriculum is found deficient in many 
ways.

First, the changes that have taken place over 
the years in syllabi of the subjects of social 
sciences, approach to curriculum construction, 
and in objectives o f teaching are not adequately 
reflecled in the leather education course, 
particularly in the methodology of teaching social 
sciences.

Secondly, this course is by and large taken as 
information oriented seeking to impart theoretical 
knowledge of activities that should go on in the 
classroom. In other words, it mostly deals with 
principles o f teaching in isolation of the subject 
mailer.

Need for Change and Reform

If ihe objectives of teaching social sciences are 
to be achieved and also if the special competencies 
cxpccied of teachers of social sciences are to be 
developed, the curricular area in the teacher edu
cation programme should be made task oriented. 
This could be done by giving more importance to 
ihc application of the principle^ of learning than 
to ihe development of their theoretical under
standings only. This can be done by properly 
integrating principles of teaching with the content 
of the subjed| matter of social sciences. For this, in- 
depth study ’ and analysis o f the content o f the 
topics selected for integration will have to be done.

Methodology of social sciences in teacher edu

cation courk should provide for innovations. It 
should reflect the concern for removal of obsolete 
content and methodology and for establishing 
linkages with the structure o f knowledge and 
patterns of mental development among adoles
cents. The idea o f methodology as a mediating 
process and teacher as a facilitator has direct im
plications for drawing up stagewise instructional 
objectives and strategies. This calls for reorienta
tion o f the content and o f the process of teacher 
education which are to be inter-woven into teach
ing- learning strategies.

Methods of Teaching Social Sciences

At the secondary stage, subject approach to 
curriculum construction and teaching is adopted. 
History, geography, civics and economics are 
being taught as separate subjects under the general 
title o f social sciences. The content competencies 
and the modes of transaction are different for dif
ferent subjects. Hence, they will be dealt with 
separately. It is, therefore, necessary to develop 
separate methodology course in history, geogra
phy, civics and economics.

Instructional Objectives

To enable student teachers to:

1. Develop an understanding of the nature, struc
ture and scope of social sciences (history, 
geography, civics, economics); appreciation 
of the importance o f studying history, geog
raphy, civics, economics and sociology in the 
context of the emerging concerns and needs 
of Indian society.



2. Develop an appreciation o f the role and 
significance o f social sciences for national 
and social reconstniction.

3. Develop competence to correlate the 
information from different social sciences.

4. Develop scholastic competencies involved 
in information processing through appropri
ate strategies.

5. Develop an understanding of the inter-rela- 
tionship between man and environment and 
inter-dependence of nations.

6 . Develop an understanding of appropriate 
teaching -  learning strategies in each o f the 
soical sciences and develop skills in employ
ing these strategies.

7. Develop an understanding of various group 
strategies and the need to involve students in

8.

various group activities to promote collec
tive learning.

Develop understanding o f n|Bw methodologi
cal developments that have recently taken 
place.

9. Develop an understanding of the changed 
role of the teacher as a facilitator.

10. Develop an understanding of the concept 
and practice of continuous and comprehen
sive evaluation and to develop the skills in 
preparing and using different types of evalu
ation tools in various subjects of social 
sciences.

11. Develop the skills of using local environ
ment, community resources and other 
instructional inputs in the t e e i n g  of social 
sciences.

Syllabus

120 Hours

Unit I: Social sciences 10 Hours

Meaning and concept o f social sciences and social studies— history, geography, 
civics, economics and sociology as social sciences; meaning, nature and scope of 
each subject, aims.and values of teaching each subject, relationship between 
different social sciences, inter-disciplinary approach, the meaning and scope, 
its utility in explaining the past and current events.

Unit II: Curriculum in social sciences 5 Hours

General approach and underlying principles of curriculum construction, *heir



applicability in construction of curricula in history, geography, civics, economics 
and sociology,correlation between different subjects

Unit III: Curriculum materials in social sciences 10 Hours

Need o f a good textbook: quality and design, criteria for selecting good 
textbooks in different subjects, quality of the content, its organisation and 
presentation, illustrations and exercises, physical features ^ f  the textbook, 
collateral reading material —  fictions, journals, newspapers, travelogue, etc.; 
their use, use of teachers guides and source books

Unit IV: Planning instruction in social sciences 15 Hours

Considerations for developing instructional objectives, instructional 
objectives of each subject, viz., history, geography, civics, economics and 
sociology,general and specific objectives in cognitive, affective and psychomo
tor domains, consideration for developing instructional objectives of a particular 
topicAesson, general and specific objectives, content analysis o f a topic in terms 
of major ideas, minor ideas, concepts, facts, etc., developing resource plan, 
lesson plan.

Unit V: Implementing instructions 20 Hours

Methods and techniques of teaching social sciences (treatment would be subject 
wise)— lecture method, conversation method, dis?cussion method, source 
method,, problem solving and project methods

Techniques: questioning, using blackboard, dramatisation, etc.

Unit VI: Audio-visual devices 20 Hours

Use of audio-visual and other relevant community resources in teaching of dif
ferent subjects of social sciences

—  Objects, specimen, pictures, models, graphs, charts, maps.
—  Slides, film strips, tape recorders, radio, TV and VCRs



Unit VII: Evaluating instructions/learning 20 Hours

Concept of evaluation including continuous and comprehensive evaluation as 
applied in teaching of social sciences, need for and criterion o f systematic 
evaluation in social sciences, peculiarities o f evaluation in each social science 
subject, different types o f evaluation tools and their merits and limitations, 
unit tests —  their construction and uses in the area of social sciences.



Teaching of Health and 
Physical Education

H ealth  and physical education is a sector of  
fundamental importance to both individual and 
society. There is a tremendous growth of awareness 
o f the importance of health and fitness, and it is 
essential that the curriculum at the teacher educa
tion level is renewed continuously to respond to 
the future challenges. The teacher education cur
riculum has to be dynamic enough to respond to the 
changing priorities.

The programme designed here is not rigid and 
prescriptive, but a flexible one to accommodate 
local and regional needs, individual differences, 
creative and innovative ideas and practices. 
Objectives are clearly stated and emphasized. The 
curriculum emphasized integration of theoretical 
understanding with practical application without 
overdoing one or the other. The curriculum pro
vides ample scope for the teacher pupil activities.

Objectives

The purpose of inclusion o f health and physical 
education in the teacher education programme is 
to prepare teachers to provide support to the 
organisation of activities in the area. They should 
also keep healthy and present themselves as models 
before their students. The student teacher should 
acquire knowledge, develop skill and favourable 
attitude to function effectively as a support 
teacher. In order to do so, he should be able to:

1. Develop awareness o f keeping good health, 
(i.e. physical, mental and social).

2. Enable them to understand the need and 
importance of physical activities to promote 
health.

3. Develop skills to promote physical fitness.



4. Enable them to apply the knowledge of safety, 
physical skills, social skills, rules and 
strategies in the related activities.

5. Promote interest in sportsmanship, leader
ship, human relations and resourcefulness.

6 . Develop favourable attitudes and desire to 
participate in physical education activities.

7. Appreciate team spirit and respect for rules 
and regulations.

8 . Organise co-curricular and recreational ac
tivities.

9. Understand and appreciate healthful school 
living.

10. Develop desirable, habits and attitudes re
lated to health.

11. Understand the importance of sanitation at 
home, school and community.

{

12. Understand the importance of balanced diet.

13. Plan balanced diet for the children of differ
ent age groups and sexes.

14. Understand various systems of the body, their 
functions and care.

15. Appreciate small family norms.

16. Develop knowledge and skills of safety and 
first-aid at home, school and community.

17. Acquaint with the harmful effects of smok
ing, drinking and drug abuse.

18. Identify communicable and non-communi
cable diseases.

19. Discuss and explain the concept of yoga.

20. Explain the importance of yoga for the 
welfare of mankind.

21. Explain therapeutic value o f yoga, both in 
preventive and rehabilitative measures.

Guidelines for Selection of Course Content

Health and physical education being an integral 
part of education in schools, should be an integral 
component of teacher training programmes.

Five per cent o f the total allotment of teacher 
training time is allocated to health and physical 
education. That would come to 60 hours (for 50 
marks assessment). The distribution of time may be 
considered as 20 hours for health education, 30 
hours for physical education and recreation and 10 
hours for yoga.

The teacher trainees are adult graduates. Health 
and physical education programme, as a core 
programme, mcluJcs such basic components of 
activities meant to develop knowledge, 
understanding, attitudes, skills and abilities in the 
area of health education, physical education, games 
and sports, recreation and yoga. Naturally games, 
sports and out-door adventure activities should also 
form part of syllabus.



Provision should be compulsorily made in the education activities for becoming more helpful as
syllabus for teaching yogic exercises, which may professional teachers in the organisation of differ-
be held either in the early morning or in the evening, ent activities.

All the teacher trainees are to be encouraged to Provision for the availability o f essential equip-
participate and master not only the prescribed ment should be made in the institutions of teacher
activities for their mastery but also varied physical education.

Syllabus

60 Hours

Unit I: Health and health education

—  Meaning and concept of health: Inter-relationship of physical, intellectual and 
social dimensions of health, meaning, importance and principles of health, edu
cation

Activities —  The pupil teacher should carry out the following activities:

—  Identification ofstudents possessing normal health and poor health and studying 
their physical, mental and social characteristics

—  Writing twenty lines on topics like “Importance of health for complete living”, 
“Physical, mental and social dimensions of health”, “Need and importance of 
mental education”, “Principles and content of health education at secondary 
level.”

Unit II: School health programme

—  Aspects of school health (a) healthful school environment (b) school health 
services and (c) health instruction: role and responsibilities of teacher in school 
health programme

Activities —  Preparation of checklist for assessment of healthful school environment, 
school site, building, classrooms including furniture, ventilation and lighting, 
safe drinking water facilities, sanitation, drainage, etc.



—  Preparing an ideal school plan and time schedule and observation of students 
for defects and deviations from normal health practices

—  Organisation ofhealth days (WHO Day, World AIDS Day, Tobacco Day, etc.) 
Organisation of sanitation v^eek, beautification of the campus week, etc.

—  Conducting survey of the community

Unit III: Environmental sanitation and health hazards

Safe drinking water, proper use of toilets, drainage facilities and environmental 
cleanliness for health promotion and prevention of sickness, hazards of air and 
water pollution

Activities —  Listing out the characteristics of different places (open and clean, dirty and 
congested areas, etc.)

—  Cleaning and beautifying classroom and school campus
—  Checking of cleanliness by rotation
—  The teacher educator will form the groups and supervise the activities

Unit IV : Personal appearance arid good grooming

Importance o f personal cleanliness and good grooming for physical, mental, 
emotional and social health o f school children, importance of graceful posture, 
correct postures for various activities

Activities —  Observation and evaluation of nails, hair, teeth, ear, clothing and shoes of 
students by student teachers and providing them “stars” on this basis

—̂ Demonstration of good, graceful postures for different activities by teacher 
educators

—  Correction and.checking o f postures by student teacher, captain or leader of the 
house under the guidance of teacher educator

Unit V: Food and nutrition

—  Nutritional needs of body, nutritive value of locally available food, balanced 
diet, principles of diet planning, under and over nutrition, caloric requirements for 
different sexes



Activities —  Preparation of low cost balanced diet and nutritive food by student teachers 
like Dalia, Pulav, groundnut chikki, solid food for infants made of rawa and 
groundnut powder, sattu, etc.

— Preparation of balanced diet, charts and posters

Unit VI: Growth and development

—  Body system : their functions and care (digestive, respirafoi7 , excreatory)

Activities —  Preparation of a questionnaire for investigating the problems o f adolescents

—  Preparation of chart showmg body system
—  Identifying the differences in growth rates o f males and females and care of 

private parts

Unit VII: Family life education

—  Importance and need of family for individual, child care and family welfare 
services

Activities —  Survey of small and big families for studying their characteristics 
*

—  Symposium and debate by different groups on family life education

Unit VIII: Safety, first-aid and home nursing

—  Safety at home, school and road
—  Common accidents in home and community and theirprevention, first-aid for 

falls, bums, bites, shocks, cuts, sprains, dislocation

Activities —  Identification of places prone to accidents

—  Writing s?.cps of first-aid for different accidents
—  Preparation of scrap book on road signs
—  Study of Tond signals
—  Simulated situations for providing first-aid and simple dressings and manage

ment of snake and dogbites



Unit IX: Enemies o f  health

— Tobacco, smoking, alcohol and drugs
—  Effect o f these enemies on an individual, family and social life, preventive 

measures and rehabilitation

Activities —  Celebrating anti-smoking day, anti-alcohol day, anti drugs day

—  Oganisation of awareness weeks and exhibitions on enemies of health

Unit X: Communicable and non-communicable diseases

—  Interaction between agent, host and environment for production of common 
communicable and non-communicable diseases, common signs and symptoms, 
common preventive steps and explanation with exMiples

Activities —  Discussion on common features o f localities affected by communicable 
diseases

r

— Preparation o f charts
—  Organisation o f exhibition on preventive steps

Unit XI: Modern concept o f  physical education

Meaning o f physical education, objectives of physical education, fimess 
components, relationship to education

Activities —  Comparison of different pupils in terms of fimess and health, analysis of 
different behavioural reactions during actual play

Unit XII: Programme o f  physical education

— Classification of physical education activities, programme o f physical educa
tion, core programme and optional programme, intra murals and inter-collegiate 
participation

Activities —  Developing an understanding in the mind o f student teacher about wide per
spective o f physical education activity



Unit XIII: Organisation and administration o f  physical education

—  Planning competitions (for practical experience), organisation and administra
tion of sports competition

—  Knowledge of intramurals and extramurals, officiating and coaching of 
selected activities, knowledge and modes, evaluation

Field activity— Each listed activity, e.g. (Foot ball is analysed on the field lor skills as 
well as for rul6s and their implications)

Activities —  The teacher educator will divide student teachers into different groups and or
ganise different activities

—  Discussion on each activity (sub-unit wise)

Unit XIV: Officiating and coaching

—  Rules of officiating, supervision of officiating.
—  Kho-kho, Kabaddi,Tenni koit. Football, Volley ball,Cricket,Hockey,Table 

Tennis, Badminton, Track and field
(This includes the marking of courts and field)

Activities —  Student teacher should practise rules and regulations of different games
—  They should also practise marking to courts and fields

Unit XV: Methods o f  teaching physical education

—  Whole method
—  Whole part-whole method
—  Part - whole method
—  Demonstration method

Activities —  Each student teacher should attempt to break down the skills of games and 
activities first on paper and then practise it on field or skill of game is 
practised on the play field in groups

—  One group may practise and other group may observe
—  Teacher educator may supervise and suggest modification



Unit XVI: physical education activities

—  Teaching fundamental skills o f physical activities
—  Participation in major games (any one ball game, i.e. Football, Volleyball)
—  Individual sports and dual sports (any one, i.e. Badminton, Tennis)
—  Gymnastics, swiming, rhythmics, combatives
—  Out-door adventurous activities : hiking, rock climbing, boating, trekking and 

camping
—  Indigenous activity ; Kabaddi, Kho-Kho

Activities —  The teacher educator will divide student teachers into different groups and 
organise competitions

—  The student teachers will take active part in the mastering skills o f each game 
which has been demonstrated by the teacher educator

—  The teacher educator will supervise the activities of the different groups

Unit X V I I : Recreation

—  Concept of recreation, effective utilization of leisure
—  Minor and lead up games

(a) King of the ring
(b) In the pond on the bank
(c) Cat and rat
(d) What is the time Mr. Wolf?
(a) Free the prisoner
(f) Simple relay - cant relay 

■(g) Zig-zag relay
(h) Crab foot ball - line foot ball
(i) Circle hockey
(j) Whip tag kabaddi 
(k) Tennis ball cricket 
(1) Foot ball cricket

(m) Circle kho
(n) Line kho

A ctiv ity— the students will be divided into different groups and practise above activities



Unit XVIII: Evaluation o f  physical education activities

—  Different tests and measurement
—  Identifying and analysis of fitness and health in terms of its components and 

selecting appropriate testing and utilizing them in field situations, measurement 
of—

—  Strength : comparison between two partners
—  Stamina: 12 min Cooper’s walk and run test ____  _
—  Flexibility : bending down to reach as far as possible, etc.

Activities— Asking student trainees to develop their own tools for measuring and 
analyzing health and fitness and skills in different games

Unit XIX: Concept o f  yoga

—  Concept, need and importance of yoga in present times, yoga in relationship with 
other approaches to health, important instructions and precautions regarding yoga 
practices, yoga for prevention and rehabilitation o f disease.

Activities —  Visit to nearby yoga kendra

—  Yoga expert may be invited for lecture and demonstration

Unit XX: Sukshma vyayama (subtle exercises, dnti rheumatic and anti gastric exercises)

(a) Walking on the toes, (b) tightening the knees, (c) hand clenching, (d) wrist 
rotation, (e) elbow bending, (f) pressing the palms at the chest, (g) bending the 
feet-forward, backward and rotation (clockwise and anti-clockwise), (h) bending 
and releasing the toes, (i) bending and releasing the knees, (j) bending forward, 
backward, sideways, tilting, rotating (clockwise and anti clock-wise)

Eye exercise : movement, side-ways, top, bottom, rotating, gazing at the tip of 
the nose centre, eyebrows
Acu pressure: concept of acu-pressure, pressing at the centre of the eye-brows, at 
the right and left temples, at the back o f the neck

Activities —  Practice by the student-teachers



Unit XXI: Yogasanas

-T-Standing postures : Ardha-chakarasan, Trikonasan, Padottanasan
—  Lying postures: Baddha Konasan, Paschimottanasan, Chakrasan, Shalabhasan, 

Pawanamuktasan, Makrasan
—  Inverted Asanas : Sarvangasan, Halasan, Matyasan
—  Sitting asanas : Padmasan, Vajrasan, Suptavajrasan, Yoga Mudrasan, Tolasan, 

Gomukasan, Shashanakasan
—  Shavasan

Activities —  Practice by student teachers 

Unit XXII: Pranayam

1. Ujjayi Pranayam :

(i) Sectional breathing
(ii) Mudras : Chin Mudra, Chinmaya Mudra, Adi Mudra, Mem Danda, Puma 

Mudra
(iii) Mukha Dhouti

2. Nadi Shodhana Pranayam, Kapalabhati

3. Bhrahmari Pranayam with Shanumukhi Mudra

4. Shitali Pranayam

Activities —  Practice by the student teachers.



Special Education for Disabled

PEJtsoNS with disability constitute the least served 
group in the drive to achieve the goal of ‘education 
for air. The fact has been recognised in the National 
Policy on Education. It has been justifiably brought 
in the section on equal education opportunity.

T NPE has recommended education of children 
with disability, as far as possible, in common with 
others in general schools. The Programme of Action 
has L^ted the placement principle. No disabled child 
who can be educated in general school should be 
placed in special school. Even if a child is placed 
in a special school because of the severity of dis
ability, he/she should be brdught to a general school 
as soon as he/she acquires the self help, commun
ication and basic academic skills. The implication 
is that more and more children with disability will 
join general schools. The fact is that large number 
of children with mild disabilifies do enter the school 
systen * u t  many drop out due to the lack of sen
sitivity a  their educational needs in the system. To 
achieve the goal of ‘education for all’, the school 
system needs to be adequately prepared.

TeacFier is the single factor standing clearly in the 
school system who matters most in meeting special 
needs of children with physical, sensory and intel

lectual disabilities. The preservice and inservice 
teacher education programmes therefore need reo
rientation to equip teachers to meet special needs 
in classroom.

The framework for primary and secondary cur
riculum suggests improved access of children with 
disability to different curricular areas. The frame
work for teacher education has also suggested that 
all prospective teachers should receive essential 
knowledge and skills to deal with educational needs 
of these children. At the primary lev^, this area has 
been allotted 5% weightage in temis of time. The 
area has been titled as "Education of the Disabled- 
Implications for Teacher Education". At the secon
dary level, it is proposed to offer this component 
as an elective area just like other special areas.

The guidelines are confined to the component 
input in preservice training of general teachers and 
do not cover single disability or multicategory train
ing of special teachers. For this, two levels of course 
input has been designed.

Level one envisages essential components of spe
cial education integrated into relevant teacher edu
cation courses at different levels. This alternative



10 a separate course in special education is prefer
red for several obvious advantages. In relevant cour
ses it will receive the same emphasis as the relevant 
course. No prospective teacher will be able to 
undermine the course which is likely, if it is off
ered as a self contained sepiurate course, at least by 
some student teachers. Secondly, it will not be per
ceived as additional curriculum load. It will be per
ceived as organismic component of general 
education. Thirdly, it will prepare teachers to meet 
broader special needs in classroom. Finally, it is 
going to be a significant step towards fusion of spe
cial and general education.

Level two course on special education will be a 
self contained advance course which can be opted 
by the prospective teachers who are interested in 
gaining higher knowledge and skills in this area. 
This course will include plus curriculum areas for 
children with sensory, intellectual and physical 
impairments. If one teacher with this level of course 
is available in each school, the school can meet the 
needs of most of the children with special needs.

After completing level one course, the student 
teacher will acquire:

A. Essential knowledge about—

(i) Special needs of children with physical, 
sensory and intellectual impairments in 
the context of ‘education for all’.

(ii) Identification and assessment of special 
needs in classroom.

(iii) Curriculum adjustment and adaptation 
of instructional procedures for improved 
access of children with special needs to' 
different curricular areas

(iv) The use of different resources for func
tional classroom management to meei 
special-needs in classroom.

B. The skills to—

(i) Identify special needs;
(ii) Work with other professionals, wher

ever necessary to assess special needs.
(iii) Plan and implement instructional pro

cedures adapted to special needs, and
(iv) Handle special aids and equipment used 

for overcoming disability effecf’: of 
children.

C. Positive attitude towards—

(i) Disability and children with disability.
(ii) Abilities and commonalities among dis

abled and non disabled children rather 
than disability and differences, and

(iii) Their own capability to design learning 
environment for all children in class
room.

The content of the essential component special 
education for disabled children, along^?tth the 
teacher education course in which it can be^lugged, 
has been outlined in the table below:



Table 1 : Level One Course Content

Unit I : Cnildren with Special Needs, and Equal Education Opportunity
—  Right 10 education
—  Education for all
—  Equal education opportunity
—  Special needs and education for all
—  Factors resulting in special needs (within child, in home and school environment)
—  Special needs arising out of physical, intellectual and sensory impairments 
— Educaviona\ provision—special and general schools
—  Related terminology

(to be plugged in the foundational course I)

Unit II : Identification and Assessment o f Children with Special Needs
—  Need for early identification
— The identification process (who should do and how?)
—  Appearance and behaviours for identification
— Professional assessment
—  Tools and procedure

(to be plugged in course on educational psychology under individual need includ
ing practicals and practice teaching)

Unit III : Curriculum Adjustment and Adaptation to Special Needs Arising out of:

—  Visual impairment
— Hearing impairment
— Orthopaedic impairment
—  Low level of intellectual functioning
— Learning disability
— Multiple impairments^

(to be plugged in relevant curriculum and teaching courses)

Unit IV  : Special Aids and Equipments

— Aids for sensory impaired children
— Educational toys and other aids

(to he plugged in courses dealing with teaching— learning aids in different teach

ing areas).



Unit V : Classroom Management

—  Seating arrangements for children with special needs
—  Utilizing resources for meeting special needs employing
—  Cooperative learning
— Peer tutoring
— Parent partnership

{to be plugged in course on teaching including practice teaching)

Unit VI : Evaluation Procedures Adjusted to Special Needs and Recording o f Progress 
o f Children with:

—  Visual impairment
— Hearing impairment
—  Low level of intellectual functioning
— Learning disabihty
— Multiple impairments

(to be plugged in course carrying evaluation unit in different teaching subjects).

After completion of this course, the student teachers will acquire:

A. Essential knowledge about—

(i) Daily living skills for children with different disabilities.
(ii) Procedures and techniques for orientation and mobility
(iii) Methods of teaching braille reading and writing, and
(iv) Methods of teaching language and speech development in hearing and speech 

training.

B. Skills to—

(i) Use braille kit and brailler
(ii) Use mobility aids and giving mobility training
(iii) Handle special aids and equipment and simple repair and maintenance, and
(iv) To organise language and speech training for hearing and speech impaired.

C. Positive attitude towards—

(i) Disability and disabled persons, and
(ii) Their own capability to use special methods and equipment.



Table 2 : Level Two Course Content

Unit I  : Daily Living Skills for:

—  Visually impaired
— Hearing impaired
—  Children with low level of intellectual functioning
— Learning disabled
—  Orthopaedically handicapped
— Multiple handicapped.

Unit II : Orientation and Mobility

— Physical orientation
— Pre-cane skills
— Cane skills
—  Mapping and landmarks
— Other aids to mobility.

Unit III : Braille Reading and Writing

— Pre-braille reading skills
— Braille reading skills
—  Braille writing skills
—  Braille reading and writing speed.

Unit IV  : Language and Speech Training

—  Language and speech training for hearing and speech impaired
—  Total communication.

Unit V : Special Aids and Equipment

—  Braille kit, Brailler, Thermoform machine, aids for reading— writing for low vision 
children, speech trainer, hearing aid, etc.

—  Educational toys
— Use
—  Simple maintenance and repairs.



Unit VI : Organisation o f  special services

—  Support to peer teachers
—  Providing plus curriculum skills to children
—  Mobilisation of support from governmental and non-governmental organisations

The level two course is an elective advance course. Both courses can equip 
the general education system to meet special needs in classroom.

Practicals

In level one course, practicals like identification 
of special needs and assessment will be carried out 
under the relevant course. Teaching to meet special 
needs will be included in practice teaching pro
gramme relating to each curricular area. Adaptations 
of curriculum and methods of teaching to special

needs can also be undertaken in each of the curric
ular areas. In level two course, practice will pro
vided in each of the skills with at least one visually 
impaired, hearing impaired and educated mentally 
retarded child. Hand on experiences will be provided 
in the use of special aids and equipment in resource 
centres. Visit to other institutions deahng with dis
abled children can also be organised.



Teaching of Art Education

A rt  is considered to be an integral component o f  
the curriculum all through. Art work at school is 
not comparable with what we generally see in mu
seums or in classical performances, A school’s 
creative art programme finds its way in a child’s 
natural way o f doing, playing and making various 
art forms in his own way in response to his day- 
to-day life experiences with a variety of media and 
material to give form to his feelings, thoughts, 
emotions and fantacies. Tliere may or may not be 
any tangible material and product. The process and 
experience which shape the child are the most 
important aspects of art education.

The following have been kept in view while 
evolving guidelines for development of course con
tent for the teaching of arts at elementary and 
secondary level.

(i) The arts involve all elements of commonly 
known art forms— visual, performing and 
language arts, namely music, dance, drama, 
drawing and painting, modelling and 
sculpture or construction work, pottery and

ceramic work, poetry and creative writing, 
creative speech and other connected craft 
forms.

(ii) Art education programmes are designed to 
develop in the teacher the ability to appreci
ate and discover beauty in various life situ
ations and integrate it into ones own person
ality. It should enlighten him on the relation
ship of the arts and crafts jvith life and culture 
of the nation.

(iii) At the secondary level the academic profile 
of student teacher is graduation, therefore, 
the course design is intended to sensitize the 
student teacher for the development of 
appreciation and understanding of various 
arts —  visual and performing should also 
facilitate the student teacher in teaching 
other subjects effectively. However, at this 
stage, it is expected that there will be separate 
professionally qualified art teachers to teach 
art subjects in the classroom.

(iv) It is realized that carrying out various art



activities requires more time but it should be 
kept in mind that content o f the course is to 
stimulate the student teacher to gather more 
information and knowledge from program
mes presented or witnessed elsewhere.

What is taught under the subject, has a particular 
significance because of the rapidly changing 
physical and intellectual development of students 
and the mass culture to which they are exposed. 
Therefore, the aims and objectives of the training 
programme need to be thought out very clearly 
and their realization carefully planned in relation 
to the administrative support and physical re
sources that can be obtained.

Objectives

While developing the course content for teach
ing of arts for secondary teacher education, the 
thrust will be on the acquisition of the necessary 
teaching competencies and skills in relation to this 
particular curriculum areas.

Therefore, the objectives of art teacher educa
tion should be to develop such competencies and 
skills in the student teacher so that he/she is able to:

1. Provide creative situations for sensory stimu
lation to develop and sharpen the student’s 
senses through keen observation of the envi
ronment.

2. Help the student develop a sense of organ
isation and aesthetic sense in him.

respond to the beauty in line, colour, form, 
movement and sound.

4. Help the child discover and identify his own 
potential, experience the self and relate the 
same to the surroundings through different 
modes of expression.

5. Help the child to achieve a balanced growth 
as a social being in tune with his own culture.

6 . Enable the student to discover his own 
preferences through exposure to a variety of 
media and materials.

7. Make the student aware of various art forms 
available in his own environment or locality.

8 . Plan suitable activities and select appropriate 
resources for the child.

9. Plan activities depending upon the develop
mental stage, the child is passing through.

10. Design suitable activities for special needs 
children such as slow learners/mentally re
tarded/hearing impaired/visually handicapped, 
orthopaedically handicapped and learning 
disabled children.

11. T Understand the scope of interaction of arts 
with other school subjects.

12. Understand the concept of continuous evalu
ation and use it for remedy.

3. Sensitize the student so that he may learn to 13. Organise various arts displays,field trips.



meetings with known artists, dramatists/ 
musicians and dancers.

Guidelines for Formulating Course Content

At the secondary stage, teachers should encour
age students to mobilize their own resources to 
solve problems of their creative expression. In 
general, students at this stage need to develop 
aesthetic sensibilities through projects on conser
vation of national and cultural heritage. For this 
purpose, art education at this stage should com
prise:

1. Study of Indian culture

2. Study of visual and oral resources and their 
explorations

3. Projects leading to creative expression and 
exhibition of the work in visual and oral 
forms

4. Organise inter-group, inter-school art activi
ties

5. Study trips, visits to historical places, muse
ums, attending programmes of music, dance 
and interaction with artists/artistes in the 
community.

6. Exploration of "traditional art forms avail
able in the community and neighbourhood.

7. Organisation of festivals and celebrations of 
the community of the region.

8. Students may organise exhibitions, displays 
and aesthetic organisation . of physical 
environment by enhancing the surround
ings, i.e. landscaping including plantation; 
developing a school museum and murals 
with a view to creating awareness of topics 
like the culture ofeach state of India and sci
ence, community, religion and the arts.

Syllabus

120 Hours.

Unit I: Nature o f  art education

—  Importance of arts in life
—  Objectives of art education
—  Outstanding contribution by Indian artists/artistes

Unit II: Indian arts and culture

—  Knowledge of Indian art and culture
—  Media o f expression in visual, performing and literary arts

8 Hours

10 Hours



Unit III: Undertaking project work in art education 40 Hours

—  Undertaking practical experiences in visual, performing and literary arts through 
project work

—  Exploration of traditional art forms available in the community and neigh
bourhood

Unit IV: Participation in arts 46 Hours

— Participation in local and national festivals
—  Organisation o f displays and exhibitions on art and craft
—  Witnessing live performances in music, dance, drama
—  Writing critical appreciation on any one art event attended
—  Visiting museums, art exhibitions, theatre and other places of cultural 

importance

Unit V: Relationship o f  arts with other subjects 8 Hours.

—  Arts and science
—  Arts and language
—  Arts and mathematics

Unit VI: Evaluation in arts 8 Hours

—  Understanding the approach to art education
—  Appreciation of work executed or performed in different media o f expression
—  Development of understanding on the basis o f participation in different art-related 

activities and sample of art works and write-ups produced or spoken.



(c) Additional Specialization



Educational and Vocational 
Guidance

E a c h  individual’s growth represents a range of 
problems and requirements at that stage. Students 
are characterised by a number of physical devel
opmental needs at the secondary stage. Proper 
fulfilment of their needs can facilitate development 
of their personality. In persuance of this objec
tive, the National Policy on Education and the Pro
gramme of Action (1986) highlighted the child- 
centred approach to education which implies the 
importance of guidance.

The need for guidance can be looked at from two 
standpoints, viz., the standpoint of the individual 
and that of society. These needs can be broadly 
classified as given here -under:

1. Academic and intellectual growth: 
Development of potentialities and skills 
consistent with varying capacities and talents 
of the individual.

2. Personal-social development : Self under
standing and proper adjustment to self and

society. Generally, there are three types of 
problems pertaining to orientation, adjust
ment and development involving the need for 
self appraisal and understanding.

3. Vocational development ; Development of 
polytechnical skills, right attitude towards 
work and gathering career information. It 
involves the development of attitude, inter
est and skills which ultimately determine 
the occupation which an individual will 
choose for himself.

Social needs can be classified into the follow
ing three areas:

(a) Guidance for better family life, i.e., right 
attitude towards home and understanding of 
relationships in fundamental, emotional ways.

(b) Guidance for the conservation and proper 
utilization of human resources— need for or
ganised vocational guidance service to meet



the dual responsibility o f reconciling indi
vidual aspirations with social demands on the 
basis of free individual choice.

(c) Guidance for good citizenship— appreciation 
and understanding of social values, needs, 
problems and issues together with develop
ing social attitudes, habits, learning and 
imbibing of group manners, loyalties, social 
responsibilities and fair play, etc.

Role of Teacher

In order . to meet the above stated needs of 
students at this stage, the following roles are 
visualised for teachers:

As the teacher is in a position to know the student 
closcly, his participation in the guidance pro
gramme will help students to know themselves 
better.

The teacher has to be alert and sensitive to the 
needs of students who need guidance. These may 
include special needs of girls, need for self- 
confidence and need for development of motiva
tion. Hence, identification o f the students in need 
of guidance and help will be facilitated if the 
teachers sources of student referrals are adequate.

The teacher has also a central role to play in the 
school career information activities. The class
room teacher may incorporate career education 
into subject-matter teaching.

This work also includes the responsibility of the 
teacher to develop in pupils positive attitudes and 
respect for work.

The environment in the classroom is an impor
tant factor in raising the standards of achievement 
of students. A significant contribution that the 
classroom teachercanmaketo the school guidance 
programme is one of counsellor encouragement 
and support, and the creation of a motivating envi
ronment so that the pupils view positively and 
utilise the service of the school guidance pro
gramme.

Nature of Course

The curricula for the secondary teacher educa
tion programme has to develop an understanding of 
the basic philosophy of guida^eie, an awareness of 
developmental needs of students and cultivation of 
necessary skills for carrying out the above men
tioned guidance functions and roles through the 
use of various techniques of group guidance, non 
testing devices and developing a proper attitude to 
work cooperatively with all those who are con
cerned with the multi-dimensional development of 
children's personality.

Objectives

1. To develop an adequate guidance point of 
view and understand basic concepts in 
relation to classroom teaching— learning 
process.

2. To develop an understanding of various pro
cedures to be used in carrying out the simple 
guidance functions.

3. To develop an understanding of the nature 
and importance of the work and career 
development in human life.



4. To acquaint with need and organisation o f 7. ^To acquaint with the role and function of
information service in guidance. referral agencies.

5. To acquaint with the non-testing techniques
of guidance. acquaint with the iatest data of various

6. To acquaint with children having special needs.
areas of work and jobs.

Syllabus

Total Time 120 Hours

Unit 1: Introduction

(a) Nature of guidance:basic concepts, principles and scope of guidance
(b) Guidance as an integral part o f education
(c) Need for guidance and its goals
(d) Guidance and classroom learning
(e) Subject-related career guidance

Unit 2.* Guidance procedures and techniques

(a) Group guidance techniques: use of bulletin boards, class talks, career confer
ence, career exhibitions, visits.

(b) Non-testing techniques: observation, cummulative record cards, case study, 
student information bank, students problem, check list, anecdotal records, so
ciometric techniques

Unit 3: Nature o f  career development

(a) Process of vocational development
(b) Factors affecting career development
(c) Place of information in career development
(d) Employment trends and role of vocational guidance

Unit 4: Organisation o f  guidance services in school

(a) Planning of a guidance programme in the school
(b) Role of principal, teachers and parents in different patterns o f guidance pro

gramme
(c) Role of a career master and counsellor in guidance programme



Unit 5: Guidance o f  children with special n eed s: gifted, retarded, handicapped, slow 
learner, under-achiever

(a) Needs of the children o f special groups
(b) Specific guidance activities to fulfil their needs and problems
(c) Need of counselling the handicapped children, slow learners and learning

disabled children
(d) Need of counselling parents of the mentally handicapped children

Unit 6: Community agencies for referral purposes

(a) National level —  National Council of Educational Research and Training
—  Directorate General of Employment and Training

(b) State level —  State Bureaus of Educational and Vocational Guidance
—  Employment Exchanges

(c) Local level —  District Education Officer
District Employment Exchange 
Social Welfare Agencies

Practical Activities

The teacher will choose at least five of the following practical activities:

1. Assessment o f pupil’s knowledge about occupations
2. Demonstration by the teacher educators of non-testing techniques of pupils 

appraisal such as administration of a student’s problem, check list, writing of 
two good anecdotal records, filling of cummulative records of four types of  
pupils for a period of three months namely, bright, under-achiever, disadvan
taged and first generation learner.

3. Development of vocational plans of a few students keeping in mind the academ ic 
record

4. Meeting some professionals and jotting down the job specification and 
analysing the job

5. Procuring newspaper clipping of employment notices, etc., and analysing them
6. Trips to employment bureau and study its functioning
7. Study job classification directories.



Population Education

P0PU1.AT10N growth has become one of the most 
serious problems facing the world today. The 
magnitude of this problem and its seriousness is 
comparatively more visible in the third world 
countries. In India, it is estimated that by 2000 
AD, the population will be more than 1000 million.

The unprecedented population growth in India 
accentuated a number of problems such as unem
ployment, poverty, disease, anti-social behaviour, 
environmental pollution, depletion of natural re
sources, etc. The continuance of these problems 
has resulted in the general deterioration o f the 
quality of life. Efforts during the last 40 years to 
control the growth of population through various 
agencies have not yielded the expected results. 
Thus, population explosion is really a challenge to 
be faced in our country.

Our new generation must be made aware of the 
consequences of population explosion, and efforts 
should be made to develop in them the right 
attitudes so that they take a rational decision on 
population related issues when they are adults.

One of the effective ways to achieve this is by mak
ing population education an integral part of our 
education system. Thus, it becomes imperative 
that our teachers know about population situation 
and related issues. It is considered necessary to 
incorporate population education concepts in the 
curriculum for the secondary teacher u-aining 
level in all its aspects such as educational peda
gogy, content-cum-methodology and working 
with community.

Objectives

The objectives of population education for pre- 
service education at the secondary teacher educa
tion level are as follows:

—  To develop an understanding of the 
importance o f population education.

—  Impact o f population growth on various as
pects of human life— physical and menial, 
social and cultural, moral and ethical, 
economic and political.



Theory ; 
Practical

—  The effect of unchecked growth of population Scheme of Evaluation 
on natural resources and environment.

—  Aspect o f human sexuality.

—  Policies and programmes of India and some 
other countries.

—  To appreciate the role of population educa
tion as an educational intervention providing 
social change and national reconstruction.

Skills

To develop the skill in:

—  Collecting and interpreting data.

—  Analysing and identifying the elements in 
school subjects relating to population educa
tion concepts.

—  Using various audio-visual aids in imparting 
knowledge about various ideas and concepts 
of population education.

\ttitudes

To develop positive attitude:

—  Towards responsible and planned parenthood.

—  For conservation of natural resources.

—  To rationally analyse the blind beliefs relat
ing to population growth.

The scheme of continuous comprehensive 
evaluation will be developed to evaluate the 
achievement of teacher trainees. The total marks 
for evaluation will be 100. The distribution of  
marks will be as follows:

75 marks 
25 marks

The knowledge in theory components will be 
evaluated with the help of question papers to be set 
externally. The practical work including field 
work such as community survey, etc., will be 
evaluated internally. Internal evaluation will be 
continuous and comprehensive in nature.

M ethodology for Teacher Educators

Keeping in view the natue of the content and its 
relationship with other subject areas, the following 
strategies may be adopted:

1. Lecture-cum-discussion
2. Problem solving
3. Project method
4. Role play
5. Value clarification
6. Inquiry approach

A few other approaches may also be adopted 
depending upon the nature of resources available.



Syllabus

Total Time llO  Hours.

Unit Tide Methodology Time allocation
Theory/Practical
work

Hrs. Hrs.

/  Nature and scope o f  population education Lecture-cum-
Meaning, concept, need and importance of discussion
population education, objectives of 
population education

/ /  Population situation and dynamics
Distribution and density: population compo
sition, age, sex, rural - urban - world and ‘
India, factors affecting population growth, 
mortality and migration and other implications

III Population and quality o f  life _
Population in relation to: socio-economic 
development; health status, health services, 
nutrition, population environment, resources, 
education provision.

/V Family life education
Concept o f family; concept of family life 
education, family roles and responsibilities, 
family needs and resources, effects of family 
size on the basic needs of members, responsible 
parenthood; values and beliefs.

V Population related policies and programmes 
Population policy, health policy, education 
policy, environment policy, programmes related 
to employment, role of different agencies and 
social movements; voluntary and international 
agencies like UNFPA, WHO. UNESCO, etc.

Self-study
Assignments

Lecture-cum-
discussion

Lecture-cum- 
discussion and 
observation

Lecture-cum 
discussion and 
self-study

12

12



VI Curriculum fo r  population education at Lecture-cum 16 12
various stages o f  school education discussion

Its place in school curriculum, its 
objectives at different stages, its 
integration in school curriculum

VII Methods and approaches

(a) Integration approach in curriculum Lecture-cum- 8 8
development discussion

(b) Methodology o f classroom teaching: 
values clarification and inquiry approach, 
observation, self-study, discussion, assignments

(c) Use o f media, organisation of activities
(d) Working with community

VIII Role o f  teacher 4 4
Teacher a catalytic agent for bringing about 
social change, for creating awareness of 
the consequences of population problem, 
inculcating new values and attitudes leading to
modification of student behaviour Total Hours 72 48

Practical Work 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Content analysis of existing text-books to find out the components of popula
tion education.

Survey of population situation pertaining to a certain localities in respect of  
population dynamics, population profile and their impact on standard of living.

Survey of the localities inhabited by the disadvantaged sections of society such 
as slums, etc.

Community work in areas like mother care, child care, health and cleanliness, etc.

Creating community awareness about social evils such as superstitions, early 
marriages, etc!



6. Organisation of debates, discussions, seminars, symposia, quiz, competitions, 
drama, puppetry, drawing competition, exhibition of popultion related material, 
etc.

7. Arranging discussion with parents regarding population explosion and its con
trol.

8. Organisation o f population education clubs.

9. Critical study of work of any voluntary or governmental organisation engaged 
in population education.



Educational Technology

E d u c a t io n a l  technology plays a dominant role in 
proper planning and improving the quality o f  
education. Recent explosion in the knowledge of 
communication technology, and the availability o f  
a variety o f resources for teaching and learning, 
gives the teacher scope for trying a variety of  
instructional strategies in the classroom. Educa
tional technology which deals with effective plan
ning and utilization o f available human and non
human resources to maximize human learning, 
necessitates the introduction o f those techniques 
and tools for the training of teachers at the 
secondary stage.

There has been a rapid growth in techniques for 
storage and retrieval o f information, and the 
teacher should be exposed to modem technology 
in the designing and use o f instructional systems 
appropriate to classroom situations. The teacher 
cannot remain a mere information giving instru
ment and his tasks should be supported and sup
plemented by appropriate use o f available re
sources in men and materials. The National Policy 
on Education (1986) visualises an important role to 
educational technology to bring about qualitative

and quantitative improvement in education, and 
to provide equal educational opportunities to all 
sections of children irrespective of economic status, 
caste, creed and distance. In recent years, educa
tional technology has not left any area in educa
tion untouched, and it finds extensive application 
in the flelds o f pre-school education, non-formal 
education,adult education, special education and 
distance education.

Introduction of educational technology as an 
optional paper in the B. Ed. courses, finds justifi
cation in view o f the role of educational technol
ogy for effective, classroom instruction. With 
rapid explosion of population, and concomitant 
increase in the enrolment of students; and the 
enormous increase in the information to be taught 
at the secondary schools, there will be a demand for 
effective planning and appropriate utilisation of 
resource, both human and non-human.

Tasks of Teacher

—  Designing and redesigning the instructional 
systems in terms o f need and feedback.



—  Identifying, generating and collecting re
sources and their mobilisation.

—  Evaluating cost-benefit analysis o f learning 
material,

V

—  Diagnosing learning difficulties.

—  Communicating with different sub-systems 
in a school system.

—  Using media effectively.

—  Motivating the members of the learning sys
tem.

—  Trying out and implementing instructional 
innovations.

—  Maintaining the material resources.

—  Improving teaching with alternate strategies.

Objectives

The student teacher should be able to:

—  Understand the concept and the scope of  
educational technology.

—  Understand the basic components and prin
ciples of communication and factors influ
encing communication.

—  Evaluate effetiveness of communication.

—  Develop understanding of the concept of a 
system, system approach and its implications 
for instructional system designing.

—  Understand the different components of an 
instructional system.

—  Acquire knowledge o f steps of instructional 
system.

—  Acquire knowledge of physical and human 
resources o f an instructional system.

—  Develop skill in preparing low cost support 
system.

—  Understand how to monitor and modify 
instructional system according to the learn
ing difficulties o f pupils.

—  Understand inter-relations between differ
ent components of instructional system and 
the outcome.

—  Understand inter and intra variations between 
different modes of communication.

—  Develop skill o f using different modes of 
communication (viz.- symbolic, iconic and 
enactive).

—  Acquire the basic skills o f resource manage
ment.

—  Keep abreast with different strategies of 
teaching-learning process.

—  Keep abreast with the different innovations 
in educational technology and try them out 
for improving.

—  Communicate the strengths of different in



structional materials and orient other teach
ers in their uses.

—  Evaluate the relative effectivetiess o f instruc
tional material.

Rationale

There is an enormous growth in the availability 
of resources for teaching in recent years. A wide 
variety of audio-visual materials are available 
which are developed on the basis o f the physical 
science principles, and the combination of prin
ciples of behavioural sciences and the sciences led 
to the origin o f the concept of educational 
technology. The teacher who is exposed to 
educational technology, as an elective subject 
should be acquainted with the concept and scope 
of the educational technology and its role in the 
context of changing Indian educational system. 
The teacher should appreciate the impact of educa
tional technology in the qualitative improvement 
of classroom teaching.

Communication is the basic ingredient in the 
learning process.To convey our purposes and to 
elicit responses, we communicate our messages in 
several ways and modes. Our further communica
tion depends on the feedback we receive from 
the receivers. The classroom teacher who imparts 
knowledge to the pupils, endeavours to improve 
his communication to be meaningful and effective. 
As a communicator, he should understand the 
essential ingredients of communication process, 
the factors that influence effectiveness o f commu
nication. There is similarity in communication and 
learning and this aspect should be emphasized to

the teacher. The teacher should understand the 
need for different communication media and their 
utility in realising the educational goals.

Systems approach gives a direction for proper 
planning and management of instruction in the 
classroom. Systems approach is also management 
of all the available resources for effective class
room teaching. The teacher has to properly 
design his instructional strategy for the realisation 
of the educational objectives. The instructional 
design embraces the learner, the content, the 
teacher, and the resouces as inputs. A proper 
analysis of the task, specifying the objectives, se
lection of the resources constitute the pre-instruc- 
tional design. The appraisal of the performance of 
the learner in teaching of the objectives, gives the 
feedback for identifying gaps in the intended goals 
and searching for remedial strategies. The teacher 
should be able to understand the interaction be
tween the different variables o f the instructional 
system and to manage the ingredients for bringing 
about effective and optimum results.

The teacher education framework envisages a 
large number of additional specializations both ai 
elementary and secondary level teacher education. 
These additional specialization suggested in the 
framework are not academic specializations but 
task related specializations. In view of this, the edu
cational technology teacher has to perform certain 
special and distinct tasks and functions in schools 
and in small school units and perhaps, he would be 
the only person specialized in educational technol
ogy..

The role and functions of educational technol
ogy teachers are, however, not narrowly perceived



here— ĵust as one in charge of educational technol
ogy audio-visual aids looking after their mainte
nance. We visualise a broader role for him. 
Educational technology teacher so far as this sylla
bus is concerned, has been basically looked upon as 
an instructional system designer. Instructional 
system design has been treated in the present 
syllabus as the core or central theme around which 
the remaining units have been organised.

Educational technology teacher in his main role 
as instructional system designer is expected to 
have thorough knowledge of basic concepts of sys
tems approach, and their applications in instruc
tional system designing (ISD). He should know the 
various sub systems of the instructional system, 
their components, the physical and human re
sources, the hardware and software, their inter
relationship and, above-all, their ultimate impact 
on the output of the system.

With this thorough knowledge of ISD, the 
educational technology teacher should be able to 
think and act in terms of ISD, within the constraints 
of the school and his own constraints as well. He 
should also be able to redesign, modify and 
evaluate the variable in the system in the light of the 
feedback he receives.

One of the major roles that the educational 
technology teacher has to perform is that of the 
change agent in the school. He is expected to be 
receptive to new innovations, materials and try out 
experiment with them. Through these attempts he 
should judge the strength and weakness of the dif
ferent innovations and instructional materials in 
terms of cost, time, feasibility, etc. and ultimately

communicate and share his experiences with others 
effectively and constructively.

He should be able to demonstrate effectiveness 
of the use o f educational technology, convince and 
motivate his colleagues, orient them in educational 
technology, techniques and use of material. It is 
hoped that by undertaking a variety of activity on 
co-operative basis such as joint project, workshop, 
demonstrative team teaching and so on, he would 
be performing the task of a change agent.

The teacher trainee in educational technology 
should not only be aware of different hardware, but 
also must know how to use them effectively. 
Practice in the use of overhead project, projector 
slides epidiascope, film projector, radio, television, 
video and computer is a must. Further, they must 
know how to maintain these equipments to get the 
maximum benefit of all.

Knowledge of hardware is useless unless the 
teacher knows how to utilise the software 
namely, slide, filmstrips, transparencies, etc.

Since teachers are to be trained in a developing 
country like India, many of the hardware and 
software mentioned above may not be available 
easily, therefore, we need to train teachers to 
produce low cost teaching material. Unless they are 
convinced of the need and importance of low cost 
support system, they will not be able to prepare 
these. Apart from theoretical inputs, we need some 
practical demostration in workshops where they 
can learn and develop low cost teaching materials.

The teacher trainees must know how to use the 
media effectively. The teacher must know the



psychology of the learner and the teaching- 
learning process. Keeping this in view, they have 
to select different media and use them. Now even it 
is important to know the effectiveness of different 
media. Hence, the teacher has to constantly evalu
ate and modify the techniques according to their 
needs.

A teacher’s role is becoming more complex and 
varied in nature. Several persons have to be 
identified and trained for managing and executing 
instructional systems. Teaching has become a team 
work now and team should consist o f persons with 
different skills. They may be available in the 
system or they may be identified and prepared. 
Hence, there is need for focussing on strategy of  
human resource identification and development.

Since the teachers trained in educational tech
nology are expected to play the role o f change 
agent and motivate other teachers to make use of  
technology in the classroom, he or she is expected

to procure and maintain the necessary equipments 
to the teachers of the school. He/she has to act as 
a manager of technological resources for teaching 
learning process. Singlehanded he/she may not be 
able to operate the resources simultaneously for all 
the teachers. It is necessary on his/her part to 
prepare operational manuals for the teachers to use.

Teaching-strategy cannot be the same in all 
situations. The function of different types of teach
ing strategies are lo create the appropriate learning 
conditions in which the learning may take place. 
Different types of learning demand different teach
ing strategies. Hence, innovations in educational 
technology will have to be brought about, in view 
of the instructional objectives, content, learner 
characteristics and their entering behaviour. A sec
ondary school teacher should, therefore, under
stand the innovations in the field of educational 
technology. He is not only expected to know the 
recent strategies o f teaching but also be able to try 
them out and finally use the same as per require
ments.

Syllabus

Unit 1: Concept o f  educational technology

—  Meaning
—  Nature
—  Functions
—  Scope
—  Significance of educational technology

Unit 2: Communication process

(a) General theory of communication
—  Concept

Total time 20 Hours



— Nature ^
. — Process 

— Principles 
— Components 
— Types
—  Barriers
—  Modes

(b) Classroom communication
—  Basic concepts
— Classroom interaction, verbal and non-verbal interaction, interaction patterns, 

etc.
(c) Effective classroom communication

—  Concept
—  Criteria
— Tools of evaluation

Unit 3: Systems approach

— Concept of a system
—  Systems approach
—  Systems analysis
—  Implications for teaching-4eaming process 

Unit 4: Instructional system designing

— Concept
— Component: physical resources (hardware/software and human resources)
— Their inter-relationships
—  Steps o f designing an instructional system

Unit 5: Physical resources o f  an instructional system

(a) Classifications — ^Projected/non projected^ hardware/software
Hardwares — C h^board, t ^  records, TV videoscope, instant slide 

maker, overhead prdjectcnr, film strip, slide projectcnr, ep
idiascope, interactive video computer, transparency 
maker, reprographic equipments, computers



(c) Softwares —  Scripts, slides, programmes, learning materials, film
strips, transparencies, newspapers, textbooks, charts, 
maps, models, pictures, computer programmes

(d) Lx)w-cost support system
—  Concept
—  Need
—  Significance
—  Illustrations and techniques of preparation

Unit 6 : Use o f  different media

(a) Principles of using different media (including mass media and other media)
(b) Processes: Selection

—  Preparation and planning
—  Execution 
--- Evaluation

(c) Integrating these with the classroom teaching

Unit 7; Human resources o f  an instructional system

—  Identification of human resources within the school system and outside the school 
system

—  Strategies for developing the following:
—  Expertise, competencies and teaching, allied skills required (micro-teaching and 

other skill-based techniques o f skill acquisition)
—  Strategies and models of teaching

Unit 8: Management o f  physical resources

—  Sources of different jnaterial/ gadgets/hardware
—  Care and maintenance
—  Scheduling
—  Preparing operational instruction manual for gadgets
—  Lay out c f  educational technology laboratory or audio-visual aids

Unit 9: Innovations in educational technology

(a) — Concept



—  Significance
—  Try-out strategies o f an innovation, action research

(b) Recent innovations
—  T V  and video lessons
—  Computer assisted learning
—  Interactive video
—  Multimedia package
—  Language laboratory

Unit 10: Educational technology— teacher as a change agent

(a) Identifying strengths and weaknesses of instructional material
(b) Determining relative effectiveness of instructional material
(c) Sharing the experiences with others in the system
(d) Strategies of communicating, orienting, motivating others, workshop demonstra

tion, team teaching

Practicum

Any three of the following activities may be undertaken:
(i) Tutorial/term paper/symposium

(ii) Developing software —  transparencies/ programmes learning material/ slides/ 
scripts/ scenarios

(iii) Developing self instructional material/ support system/learning package, multi- 
media package or any unit

(iv) Workshop on handling hardware
(v) Preparation of low cost/improvised material

(vi) Conducting a lesson incorporating radio/TV/video, computer/language 
laboratory and its evaluation

(vii) Visit to educational technology laboratory/AV hall and its reporting.



(d) Practicum/Field Work



School Experience Programme (SEP)

S e p  is considered to be a very important ‘practical’ 
phase in student teacher’s preparation for ‘regular’ 
teaching at any level o f school education. SEP is 
also regarded as the only/single ‘activity pro
gramme’ in teacher education through which a 
student teacher is helped to develop awareness, 
understanding and knowledge of the best ways in 
establishing a linkage o f a cordial nature between 
home, school and community for enriching the life 
of the secondary school pupils. It also enables the 
student teachers to apply and verify for themselves 
the practicability o f the theoretical knowledge of 
foundation courses, content of various academic 
subjects, methods and techniques o f curriculum 
transaction and evaluation, class and school man
agement in actual school situations.

In the following pages, guidelines have been 
prepared to give some orientation to SEP as a 
whole and to answer some significant queries 
often raised by those who are involved with student 
teachers in this programme. In presenting the guide
lines, the following aspects of SEP have been taken 
into consideration:

I. Its connotation 
n. Need for such a programme

III. Objectives of the programme
IV. Guidelines for organising the programme
V. Organisation o f activities and their supervi

sion
VI. Evaluation

VII. Follow-up programme

Connotation of SEP

The term “School Experience Programme” has 
been used in a wider context and should be 
interpreted accordingly. Earlier, the school experi
ence programme was limited only to ‘practice 
teaching’ done by student teachers. Its scope was 
observation o f a few demonstration lessons taught 
by teacher educators and senior scho yl teachers, 
practice lessons taught by other student teachers, 
development of lesson plans and teaching aids and 
classroom teaching. Practice teaching was assumed 
as a programme and responsibility o f teacher 
training institutions alone. Sharing o f this 
responsibility with the school faculty was almost



absent. Gradually, emphasis began to be laid on 
the partnership nature of this responsibility be
tween the teacher training institutions and prac
tising/cooperating schools for providing relevant 
experiences to student teachers to enhance their 
capabilities for better classroom teaching. Al
though, student teaching sought to encompass 
within its fold certain other aspects of teacher 
functions, its focus for a long time continued to be 
only on classroom teaching. The term SEP em
phasizes that besides classroom teaching respon
sibilities, prospective teachers under training need 
to know, exercise and learn how to play their other 
roles outside the class and within the school in order 
to."ive them a broader vision and perspective of 
rheir roles and functions in the total school pro
gramme. This stress lays greater importance on the 
student teachers being attached to certain school 
teachers for a specific period of time and actively 
participate in organising all kinds of school 
activities (in which the student teachers have more 
interest and greater ability) involving different 
groups of children and various school teachers 
and sometimes community resource persons, if 
need be.

In the new teacher education curriculum, SEP is 
considered, essentially, a learning process which 
provides an opportunity and a challenge to the 
student teachers to apply the knowledge o f various 
subjects, principles and techniques o f teaching, 
characteristics of children from varied cultural back
grounds in real life situations of the classroom, 
school and community that the school serves. SEP 
has two very significant parts: planning of student 
teaching and planning o f school activities closely 
linked with student teaching.

Need for such a Programme

The main concerns in chalking out school 
experience programme are to:

(i) View this programme as an integral part of 
the entire design of teacher education cur
riculum rather than a separate entity, as there 
is always a tendency to overlook this aspect.

(ii) Give a ‘forward looking’ approach keeping 
in mind the new educational needs of a sec
ondary school in our changing society.

(iii) Make the programme relevant and adequate, 
examining the peculiar local needs and 
consU"aints existing in secondary schools to 
provide for alternative organisational mod
els, if needed.

(iv) Examine and use the programme to enrich the 
theories of secondary teacher education in 
Indian context of multi-iingual, multi-reli- 
gious and multi-ethnic communities.

(v) Understand through this programme the link
age. between home, school and the commu
nity in order to enrich the life of a secondary 
school pupil.

(vi) Plan out a built-in machinery for comprehen
sive and continuous evaluation of student 
teachers and monitoring of the programme 
itself.

Objectives of SEP

A. General Objectives

SEP, in teacher education, will enable the stu
dent teachers to:



1. Acquaint themselves with the conditions under 
which they are normally required to work, 
the problems teachers generally face in the 
real school situations, and the possible ways 
and means of dealing with them.

2. Get support of different human relationships 
that exist in school for successfully plan
ning and executing the assigned school 
work,

3. Develop skills to make self evaluation having 
three dimensions of effectiveness; (a) in 
handling the subject matter, (b) in dealing 
with individual pupils or groups of pupils and
(c) in enhancing their professional growth.

B. Specific Objectives

1. Plan and implement the instructional 
programmes systematically in logical and 
psychological sequence.

2. Plan and prepare lessons of different subjects 
required to be taught.

3. Select, procure, prepare, improvise and use 
learning materials and teaching aids.

4. Try-out different teaching styles and ap
proaches.

5. Proper use of communication media (print 
and non-print) in a variety of situations.

6. Develop skills in identifying children having 
special needs, and understanding their be
haviour.

7. Acquire skills of diagnosis and remediation.

8. Develop different evaluative tools and de
vices, make use of them in school, analyse 
the data and interpret their results for improv
ing teaching-learning process.

Guidelines fo r  Organising SEP

Twenty per cent of the total time, i.e. 240 hours 
should be ^located lo ihe SEP. The available lime 
may be allocated to various activities spread over 
the academic year. This assumption has been 
taken into consideration while preparing the guide
lines which are as follows:

1. The student teachers having graduate and 
post-graduate degrees, are to be provided expe
rience of teaching in two secondary school 
subjects. In ‘Teacher Education Curriculum 
Framework’ (1988), however, two alternative strate
gies have been suggested for graduates and post
graduate student teachers in B.Ed. programme. 
Some graduates may be interested in working with 
younger children, their employment chances and 
career opportunities may also demand that they be 
proficient in primary education. State Education 
Departments, too, employ a large number of 
trained graduates to teach in primary schools and to 
function as heads of such schools or to work as 
primary teacher educators/subject supervisors/in
spectors at that level. Such graduates should be 
allowed to opt for specialization in teaching at pri
mary stage in lieu of one secondary level subject.

Similarly, a considerable number of Master 
degree holders, especially in school/college sub
jects, would find employment as senior secondary



teachers/secondary teacher educators, etc. Such 
Master degree holders should be allowed to spe
cialize in the teaching o f the major specialization 
at the secondary and the senior secondary levels. 
Hence, 50 per cent o f the school experience 
programme may be organised at the primary/ 
senior secondary level along with secondary level 
for such student teachers.

2. The student teachers who opt for specialization 
in teaching at primary stage should be provided 
experience of teaching all the curricular areas and 
also conducting all other activities related to that 
stage besides teaching at the secondary stage. They 
should also learn teaching techniques to be used 
for multiple class teaching. The student teachers 
who opt for specialization in teaching at senior 
secondary stage, should be given exposure of 
leaching at secondary and +2 stages.

3. The student teachers should be provided op
portunity to have practice in various types of  
observational techniques to know and understand 
the pupil in different school situations and have 
mastery of at least two techniques of teaching 
nanriely, discovery method and inductive approach 
to teaching which may help them to develop 
initiative and creativity in teaching style.

4. The student teacher should also be given fur
ther opportunity to deal with different types of  
children in small groups, having special needs and 
coming from weaker sections of the society. They 
should also receive guidance in organising school 
practical work related to teaching of such children.

5. It should be the prime concern of the teacher

training institute to supervise student teachers with 
the help o f  teachers of the cooperating schools. 
They should continuously give guidance and 
feedback to student teachers for improving their 
performance in the school.

6. It is suggested that wherever possible, 100 per 
cent internal evaluation should followed. But, 
where constraints exist, 75 per cent of weightage 
may be provided for internal evaluation and 25 per 
cent for external evaluation. The external evalu
ation may preferably be done by a panel which 
should include at least one internal examiner.

7. The student teachers should be given opportu
nity for self-evaluation of their performance.

8. The school experience programme should be 
continuously evaluated keeping all aspects into 
view. It should not only include the classroom 
teaching but also the participation in and organisa
tion of activities in the school by the student teach
ers. Also, some written assignments or reports based 
on their visits to different places and observation of 
various aspects of school environment should be 
evaluated.

9. It is desirable that structured tools for evalu
ation of different activities like observation o f les
sons, supervision of teaching and various other 
activities conducted by student teachers should be 
developed and used.

10. The supervisory staff should not only support, 
guide and evaluate the student teachers but also 
assist them in utilizing community resources and in 
gaining confidence in handling the pupils and sub
ject matter.



Organisation of Activities

First, in organising the SEP, the allocation of  
time for different activities and spreading them out 
through the academic year are necessary. Secondly, 
the planning and organisation of this programme 
should be done in a democratic way, seeking the 
help of school teachers, student teachers and teacher 
educators. Thirdly, this organisation of SEP should 
be viewed as a part of the institutional planning of 
the school.

Organisation of various activities under SEP can 
be classifed under two heads:

(a) Orientation/readiness activities
(b) Actual SEP activities

{a) Orientation/Readiness Activities

The main purpose of organising the activities 
under the orientation/readiness programme is to 
make the student teachers understand the pupils 
whom they are supposed to teach, the different 
teaching skills to be followed for secondary stage 
and to understand the school environment in which 
they have to work. The time to be allocated for 
readiness activities should not be less than four 
weeks including preparation of lesson plans, prac
tice of core teaching skills and observation of 
various school activities.

The suggested readiness activities for the SEP 
may include the following:

—  Visit to schools to study the school environ
ment and pupils, to observe teachers at work 
and various activities, such as, art, music.

physical and games activities. Observation 
skills may be developed in student teachers 
by giving them observation schedule which 
may indicate what, how, when and why to ob
serve and also to write a concise report of ob
servation.

—  Visit to various o t o  places of interest, such 
as:

(a) Rural craft centres^ farms» cottage iadus- 
tries, etc.

(b) Juvenile courts, remand homes, etc. in ur
ban areas.

(c) Special schools for the handicapped
—  Collect statistical data of pupils coming from 

different socio-economic and cultural back
grounds; interepret the results and write re
ports.

—  Observe lessons o f teacher educators and 
good teachers o f cooperating schools.

—  Hold meetings with the teachers who have 
conducted innovative activities.

—  Prepare lesson plans.

—  Practise core-teaching skills in simulated 
conditions.

It is advisable to evaluate the student teachers in 
this programme. Evaluation should be done on two 
different kinds of activities: (a) planning for teach
ing and observation, and (b) observation report. 
Under planning for teaching, will fall micro-teach
ing and simulated exercises. Observation report 
may be on teaching by teacher educators and good 
teachers in the school as well as bn visits to various 
places.



(b) A ctual SEP Activities

It is expected that the student teachers should 
have atleast four weeks of actual SEP in which they 
will do teaching in the classroom'as well as conduct 
school practical work related to their teaching. As 
stated earlier, every student teacher is to teach two 
subjects at the secondary stage. However, those 
who opt specialization in teaching at primary or 
senior secondary stage, would devote 50 per cent o f  
the time at secondary stage and 50 per cent at the 
stage opted for.

The student teachers should also be given oppor
tunity to observe peer teaching, organise and par
ticipate in co-curricular activities and community 
contact programmes. The community contact is 
established for doing community service as well as 
utilising community resources for school improve
ment programme.

The following list of activities can be suggested 
for the actual SEP:

1. Study school plant

2. Plan games (supervised play)

3. Prepare instructional materials, such as art 
material using paints and clay, charts, tables, 
bulletin boards, etc.

4. Prepare resource materials for a unit lesson’ 
such as:

(i) Content information
(ii) Supplementary readings and other aids,

(iii) Pictures, maps and other display materials

5. Assist in field trips/excursions.

6. Participate in school-community projects.

7. Do clerical work to help administration in 
handling student record, teacher made tests, 
anecdotal record, supply orders, etc.

8. Participate m  emTiGulum enrichment pro
gramme (tell stories, read poems, teach a folk 
song/dance/play, discuss current events, etc.)

Supervision and guidance are to be provided 
continuously to the student teachers with a view to 
improve their teaching skills and other organisa
tional abilities.

Evaluation

Evaluation has twin purposes of reinforcing learn
ing and certification. Then, it has to satisfy the 
standard criteria of validity, objectivity and relia
bility. Therefore, in the guidelines (item No. 6) 
provision o f 75 per cent internal and 25 per cent 
external evaluation is indicated. However, it Would 
be desirable to move towards 100 per cent internal 
evaluation.

Evaluation of SEP will mainly be of the actual 
SEP and related activities of the trainee in the coop
erating school. But, certain things will simultane
ously be done at the teacher education college level 
to reinforce and supplement such experiences, e.g. 
lesson planning, practice of teaching skills under 
simulated conditions, preparation of teaching aids, 
resource materials, preparation of reports/assign
ments on school visits, etc. A tentative break-up of 
SEP is suggested below.
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I Preparation of teaching aids
and resource materials 15 per cent

11(a) Reports on school
environment and visits 10 per cent

(b) Study of pupils

n i(a) Micro teaching in
simulated conditions before
and during SEP 15 per cent

(b) Planning of lessons

IV Actual SEP - student
teaching, observation of 60 per cent
lessons and organisation of
school activities.

In evaluation, credit should be given if student 
teachers have carried out any innovative practice(s) 
in teaching, preparation of teaching aids or dealing 
with pupils, parents cind other community resources.

The above scheme of evaluation is not prescrip
tive so also the weightage in terms of percentages. 
One can adopt according to the needs of the specific 
programme.

Follow-up Programme

In order to make SEP successful, a follow-up 
programme is a must as it serves the following two 
purposes:

(i) To review the entire programme by identify
ing its strengths and weaknesses, by finding 
out ways and means or removing bottlenecks/ 
constraints that stand in the way of progress 
and by locating new directions for improve
ment.

(ii) To examine the nature and extent of student- 
teacher development in the areas of employ
able skills o f a teacher.

In this programme, evaluation may take 
place at the completion o f SEP with the help of 
supervisors of the training college, teachers o f co
operating schools and the student teachers. Two ap
proaches may be followed to evaluate the entire 
programme. One follow-up approach can be carried 
out with the help of a checklist and the other by con
ducting one or two seminars at the end of the 
training.



P r a c t ic a l  W o r k  in c l u d in g  W o r k in g  w it h  C o m m u n it y  a n d  S o c ia l  S e r v ic e

Practicum constitutes an important component of  
any programme of professional preparation. The 
major purpose of the component is to develop such 
skills and competencies in the trainees as they will 
be called upon to demonstrate in their occupation 
after completing the training. Acquisition of the 
skills and competencies will equip them to dis
charge the responsibilities of the profession with 
confidence.

Theory and practice in any profession are inter
linked. Practice or practical work contributes to 
strengthen the understanding of theoretical aspects 
of the profession. As the major function of a teacher 
is to teach in the classroom, the bulk of practical 
work in teacher training institutions will obviously 
relate to teaching practice. This justifies the alloca
tion of 25 per cent time to this aspect of professional 
preparation. However, teaching is not the only task 
that the prospective teacher will be called upon to 
perform. Since the goal o f education is to ensure 
balanced development of the child’s personality, it 
can not be achieved through ‘teaching’ alone. 
Therefore, he will have to perform a number of  
other functions also, such as, organisation o f co- 
curricular activities, preparation of teaching aids, 
etc. Keeping in view the need for preparing the 
teacher to perform, ‘other’ functions, 15% of time 
has been proposed for practicum other than the 
teaching practice.

In a teacher education programme, practical 
work is required in the foundation courses as well as 
in teaching subjects. But, there are some practical 
activities which are essential for the preparation of 
a teacher but are not related with any theory course. 
The activities will relate work with community 
service.

The following are examples of such activities:

1. Adult literacy (imparting functional literacy 
to at least two illiterate adults)—

2. Non-formal education (educating at least two 
drop-out children and enabling them to re
enter a formal school).

3. Educational survey o f a slum area or a neigh
bouring village

4. Case study o f a child

5. Sociometric study

6. Study of socio-emotional climate of a class
room

7. Preparation of items for wall magazines.

The component of work experience is presented 
under the additional specialization section.



Work Experience

T h e  National Policy on Education (1986) reiterated 
the concept o f Socially Useful Productive Work 
and renamed it as Work Experience (WE). In this 
context,it laid down the following as policy state
ment:

“Work Experience, viewed as purposive and 
meaningful manual work, organised as an integral 
part of the learning process and resulting in either 
goods or services useful to the community, is con
sidered as an essential component at all stages of  
education, to be provided through well-structured 
and graded programmes”.

Keeping in view the importance of the area, the 
NCERT document, ‘National Curriculum for Pri
mary and Secondary Education - A Framework’ 
with regard to the teachers role in implementing the 
WE curriculum in school has stated:

“Although it is expected that all teachers should 
work as work experience teachers, a large number 
of activities may require specialised personnel. The 
involvement of all teachers in this programme

would logically imply their proper orientation and 
training in this area”. Since WE is a part o f the care 
curriculum at the school stage, it should also fmc an 
important place in the core areas of pre-service 
teacher education.

Rationale

Work education haŝ , by and large, been a com- 
ponent of pre-service teacher education. In view of 
the stipulation of the National Curriculum that all 
teachers should teach WE, it is very essential that 
teachers acquire enough competence for planning, 
organising, performing and evaluating WE laid 
down for school children.

The prospective teacher is, therefore, expected 
to have the requisite knowledge and understanding 
about the subject along with necessary skills to 
perform WE activities at the same time exhibiting 
positive attitude towards the subject.

Objectives
The work experience programme in secondary 

teacher education institution is to be viewed at two



levels: the level of the teacher training institute and 
the school level. Although, the student teacher is to 
be prepared ultimately for teaching work experi
ence in school, he is also to be trained as willing, 
efficient and knowledgeable worker himself. Un
less he develops positive attitude towards manual 
and productive work and necessary skills for under
taking the same, he will not be able to teach the 
school children. Also a purposive, meaningful and 
inteiesting programme of work experience is needed 
which suits the cognitive and psychomotor level o f  
the teacher trainee, his age and maturity. Hence, 
imparting much higher knowledge and skills to the 
teachers is needed. The teacher should, therefore, 
be helped to develop understanding, skills, abilities 
as following:

Knowledge

The pupil teacher should have:

—  Knowledge regarding need, concept, philoso
phy o f work experience and its curriculum at 
the school stage

—  Knowledge about his own role in imparting 
the work experience

—  Knowledge o f  pedagogical principles while 
teaching work experience

. —  Ability to relate knowledge o f other subjects 
while teaching work experience

—  Knowledge of productive activities in the 
community

—  Understanding o f the technical and social 
aspects o f  work situations in the environment

—  Awareness o f his own needs and problems 
and thoughts of the community.

Skills

The pupil teacher should have following skills/ 
abilities:

—  Skills for productive work by manipulation of 
raw material and tools

—  Ability for solving the day to day problems in 
a scientific way

—  Ability to prepare instructional material

—  Ability to demonstrate the process involved 
in work experience activities

—  Ability to identify the work experience ac
tivities for the children

—  Ability to interact with the community

—  Skills for the selection, procurement, storage 
and use o f tools and materials for different 
activities

—  Skills for preparing the annual plan of work 
experience, its management in terms of time, 
space aand marking

—  Skills in preparing the budget for work expe
rience and maintaining its accounts.

—  Skills for teaching the subject of work expe
rience



—  Ability for innovation and action research. —  Positive attitude towards self-reliance and
good work habits

Attitude

The pupil teacher should have: -  ^  deep concern for the environment and a
-  Spirit o f cooperation, team work, tolerance, o f belogingness, responsibility and com-

sympathy and productive efficiency mitment to the society.

Syllabus

The syllabus of work experience may be comprised of theory as well as activities. The the
ory course in the area of work experience may include the following units:

THEORY COURSE

Unit 1: Concept, need and importance of work experience at school stage. WE in a 
retrospective review.

Unit 2: Aims and objective of work experience at the secondary school stage.

Unit 3: Different areas of work experience, types of work experience activities, criteria 
and basis for the selection of activities and suggested work experience activities 
at secondary school stage.

Unit 4: Planning and organisation of work experience.

—  Annual plan, monthly plan, weekly plan and daily time table.
—  Timing, place, grouping of students.
—  Tool and experiment planning.
—  Financial and administrative aspects o f planning.
—  Disposal o f work experience products.

Unit 5 :  Methodology o f teaching work experience, integrated approach, problem solving, 
experimentation, observation, demonstration, visits and project method and les
son planning in work experience.

Unit 6: Involvement of community in work experience programme and use of community 
resources.



Unit 7; Evaluation of pupils in the area of work experience:

— Continuous comprehensive evaluation.
—  Weightages to different learning outcome.
—  Process and product evaluation.
—  Tools anad techniques of evaluation.
—  Internal and external evaluation.
—  Making grading.

Unit 8: Role of the teacher in work experience.

Suggested Essential WE Activities

Actual selection of activities/project depends 
upon the availability of natural, physical and hu
man resources in the locality and the socio-eco
nomic background of the particular institution. 
However, a great deal of commonality is possible in 
some work experience activities which need to be 
performed by all pupil-teachers as they help in the 
formation o f proper attitudinal changes, moreover, 
they are life skills and will help in solving their day 
to day problems.

Following is the list o f essential activities:

(a) Looking after environmental sanitation pro
grammes, such as removal of garbage, dig
ging o f drains and clearing of unwanted vege
tation.

(b) Giving first aid for cuts and wounds, muscu
lar or bone injuries.

(c) Cleaning the classroom and the institution 
including the garden, playground, etc.

(d) Maintenance of the institutional building, 
playground, water and electrical fittings.

(e) Decoration of the institution on special occa
sions.

(0  Tree plantation.

(g) Community service

Lxx)king after sanitary disposal, helping the 
adult literacy/universalization of elementary 
education programme, road repair, helping 
voluntary organisation in their work.

Suggestive Elective WE Activities

The skills and competency acquired by the teacher 
trainee under elective activities will preferably be 
used by them while dealing with work experience in 
general. The programmes o f elective activities is 
aimed at the learning and mastery of work skills and 
habits by the pupil teachers.

The activities may be put in such a sequence that 
they assume the form of a project to be completed 
over a given span of time. Keeping in view the 
available resources in the teacher training institu
tion and of the community, the institution can pre
pare its own list o f activities. A pupil teacher may be



advised to offer any one activity keeping in view his 
own interest and area of specialization. Following 
are the suggested activities:

(a) Electronics
(b) Photography
(c) Cookery skills
(d) Doll making
(e) Food preservation
(f) Repair of simple domestic appliances
(g) Projects related lo coi\servation of energy 

(sun, wind), etc.
(h) Plumbing
(i) Preparation of certain useful items like deter

gents, shampoos, phenyl, chalk, candle, etc.
(j) Raising ornamental plants in pots
(k) Growing medicinal plants
(1) Kitchen gardening

(m) Preparing plants through vegetative propaga
tion

(n) Running a book-bank
(o) Cooperative management of college canteen

Teaching— learning Process

The teaching learning process in WE has three 
phases; study of the world of work through observa
tion and inquiry, experimentation with materials, 
tools, preparing for acuial participation in produc
tive work and services, and the third may lead to 
production. During the work, practical for produc
tion activities, demonstration practice, reinforced 
feedback and repractice should continue till the 
pupil teacher gets mastery in Ae work skill.

In order to realise the educational objectives of 
WE, it is necessary to follow the problem solving

approach. Pupil teachers should be made aware of 
the problems related to their needs and the work that 
should be undertaken to satisfy those needs. They 
should be led to arrive at the solution o f these prob
lems by discussing the material, tools and tech
niques for performing work and services and by 
undertaking appropriate work.

WE should not be performed machanically, and 
must include planning, analysis and detailed prepa
ration at every stage, so that it is educational in 
character. Improved tools and modem techniques 
should be adopted in the performance of WE activi
ties so that it leads to the understanding of apro^es- 
sive society based on technology.

Evaluation Criteria

The entire evaluation in the area of WE should 
be a continuous process. The evaluation o f WE ac
tivities should be both internal as well as external. 
In the internal evaluation, the teacher educator 
should record the perfonnaiice of the student teacher 
on his performance report. It is expected that in the 
evaluation o f student-teacher’s performance, para
mount importance should be given to attitudinal 
and skill development.

It should be remembered that WE is predomi
nantly a doing subject, and therefore, actual work 
experience should receive maximum attention. In 
the attitudinal development, factors like dignity of 
labour, respect for work and workers, social com
mitment, discipline and co-operation should be 
taken care of. While evaluating the skill part of the 
student teacher, factors such as selection o f mate
rial, tools, proper use o f tool techniques adopted.



accuracy and finish should be judged. During the 
activities o f social service, the factors like demo
cratic attitude, leadership, participation in the group 
activities, organisation of work, etc. should be 
taken care of. Weightage in terms of work can be 
suggested in the following:

Total marks alloted to WE 
Theory 
Work practice

= 100 marks 
= 30 marks 
= 70 marks

In the work practice portion—

Internal assessment 
External assessment

= 35 marks 
= 35 marks

For internal assessment, a well-designed plan 
of cOTtinuous conprehensive evaluation using worth
while evaluative criteria should be prepared. The 
student teacher should be asked to write the detail 
report of the activities completed \and preserve the 
final product if it is non-perishable. Assessment 
may be made and recorded after every operational 
stages of activity/project Teacher trainees self 
evaluation records should also be maintained.

Guidelines for Formulation of Curriculum

School curriculum has undergone several changes 
during recent past, so is true for work experience. 
The N PE1986 has emphasised the need for restruc
turing the pre-service teacher education curriculum 
at all stages. It has considered WE as an integral part 
of the school curriculum and accorded to it the 
status o f an independent subject. WE is in many 
ways different from other academic subjects, and 
therefore, needs an innovative treatment for the de

velopment of its curriculum which should result 
into qualitative transformation o f the various struc
ture of teacher education. Keeping this in view, the 
following guidelines are suggested for formulation 
or adaptation of the curriculum in WE for its im
plementation at secondary teacher education level.

Planning

Planning for the Work Experience programme at 
teacher education level should be a decentralized 
process. The content of WE programme is to be 
based on the needs of the pupil teachers on one hand 
and the resources available in the community and 
the facilities available in the institution on the other 
hand. Since these will differ from place to place, no 
fixed programme can be prescribed for all the 
institutions in an area.

The syllabus developed by the university should 
be elaborated into detailed syllabus at the local 
level.

Selection o f  Activities

The WE programme centres around six areas of 
human needs— namely food, health and hygiene, 
clothing, shelter, culture and recreation and social 
service which should form the core programme for 
the teacher education curriculum.

A variety of activities should be provided as far 
as possible so that the pupil teacher is exposed to 
large number of activities which may help him to 
teach the core activities in the curriculum. So far, 
elective activities leading to prevocational course 
are concerned, they should be provided on the basis



of pupil teachers academic background at graduate/ 
post-graduate levels. For example, a pupil teacher 
having science background may be provided elec
tive activities from the science area while the com
merce background prospective teacher should be 
exposed to the elective activities based on trade and 
business.

The curriculum should also include three phases 
of WE namely exploration, experimentation and 
the work practice. Besides, a balanced distribution 
of activities over the three dimensions of WE i.e. 
life skills, production and community service should 
be kept in view.

The purpose o f essential activities is to bring 
about attitudinal changes and to develop readiness 
for continued productive work. The purpose of 
elective programmes is to give a vocational bias to 
the WE programme. It may, therefore, require repe
tition or constant practice according to the time 
available.

Allocation o f  Time

According to the NCTE document, 5 per cent o f  
the time will be given to all WE activities; that 
means 60 hours for secondary teacher education 
course. Fifteen hours may be given to the theory and 
45 hours may be given to the work practice. From 
the 40 per cent of the total time substantial time may 
be given to lesson planning, teaching practice and 
social service.

Use o f  Community Resources

Student teachers should be able to involve the 
community effectively. They should have the knowl

edge o f the available community resources. During 
their pre-service teacher education programme such 
types o f activities will have to4>e chosen by which 
they get the real experience of the society. There
fore, the pupil teacher should perform many work 
experience activities in the community itself.

Theory

Seeing towards the nature of the course and 
background of tt̂ e student entering the pre-service 
teacher education institutions, it is very necesary 
that the theoretical course in the area of WE be 
introduced. Through the knowledge and under
standing of the area, the prospective teachers will 
be getting the awareness of the subject and it will 
h?lp in effective implementation of WE programme 
at school-stage.

Practice Teaching in WE Area

The WE component of the teacher education 
programme will remain incomplete without prac
tice teaching in this area, because all the teaching- 
learning pertaining to this area is geared to applica
tion of the p ^ g o g ica l principles during class teach
ing. Therefore, the student teacher should be pro
vided with the opportunity of applying these prin
ciples in classroom practice teaching under the 
supervision of their teacher educators.

Preparation o f lesson plans, procurement of raw 
materials, tools and teaching aids, practising vari
ous skills in simulated situation, observation of 
model lesson delivered by teacher educator, etc. are 
the essentials o f pre-practice teaching preparation. 
While the essentials o f teaching practice may be, 
preparing the learner for practical work, demon-



strating the new processes, supervising the work of 
learner, guiding them and evaluating their process 
of work and tne product of their work. The post
practice teaching follow-up will include self-evalu
ation by the pupil teacher and discussion on the 
evaluation by the student teachers and discussion 
on the evaluation done by supervisors.

3.
Specific Points for Implementation

\ . There is need to provide a definite suuclure
for WE in the teacher training institution. 4. 
Physical, human and financial facilities should 
be provided for its successful implementa
tion. Also, there should be a provision for the 
appointment of part time expert in the spe
cialized areas. Teacher educators should be 
oriented in this area.

2. The WE subject is not to be considered in

isolation for its successful implementation. It 
has to be a joint work with training institution 
and community. Camp for five to seven days 
may be organised which will help in the in
tensive training in the area of WE for pupil 
teachers.

Due weightage be giVen to this subject in the 
scheme of evaluation in the total teacher 
training programme.

The problem solving approach and the inte
gration of knowledge relating to different 
subject areas with WE demands a new type of  
instructional materials for the guidance of the 
teacher educators. Teacher’s handbooks and 
source book on activities of projects is neces
sary. The instructional materials will be de
veloped according to the needs of the pro
gramme of that area.
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12. Dr. S.P. Kulshreshtra 
DepIL of Teacher Education 
D.A.V. College, Dehradun

13. Dr. G.S. Sordhi
Reader, Depiu of Education 
Punjabi University, Chandigarh.

14. Shri. Janak Raj Sharma 
Lecturer, SCERT 
Solan. Himachal Pradesh

15. SmL Suraksha Paul 
Reader .
Depu. of Education 
Meerut University 
Meemt

16. Dr. (Smt.) Tejinder Malhotra 
Principal
G o v l  College of Education 
Chandigarh.

17. Dr. Ajit Singh 
Reader 
DTESE&ES.
NCERT. New Delhi

18. Prof. V.S. Mathur 
Former Principal
Govt. College of Education 
Chandigarh.

19. Dr. V.K. Raina 
Department of Field
Services and Extension Co-ordination 
NCERT. New Delhi.
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5. Teaching of English(Working Group M em bers)

Dr. Bala Chandran 
Principal
Ramjas School, R.K. Puram 
New Delhi

Dr. R.R. Ghosh 
Professor. CIFL 
Hyderabad

Dr. R.M. Kalra 
Professor, DTESE & ES 
NCERT, New Delhi

Dr. N. Khan 
Reader,
DESM, NCERT. New Delhi

Km.. S.K. Ram 
Rtd. Professor 
NCERT. New Delhi
Dr. L. Viswanathan 
Reader
Regional College of Education 
Mysore

Dr. A.K. Sharma 
Professor & Head,
DTESE &ES, NCERT
Dr. (SmL) T.C. Daswani (Convenor) 
Reader, DIESE &ES 
NCERT, New Delhi



Dr. K.S. Khichi 
Reader
Regional College of Education 
Ajmer

Dr. R.P. Singh
Field Advisot, NCERT
Bhopal

Dr. (Smt.) Rashmi 
DIET
Lawrence Road 
Delhi.

Smt. Alka Kalra 
SIE, DIET 
Old Rajendra Nagar 
Delhi

Dr. N.M. Rao 
Reader
Regional College of Education 
Mysore

Mr. M.S. Dahiya 
DIET, Keshavpuram 
Delhi

Dr. P.L. Kirkire 
AIU, 16, Kotla Marg 
New Delhi

Dr. S. Dayal 
DGI
Dayalbagh, Agra

E>r. C.P.S. Chauhan 
Department of Education 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh

10. Dr. G.P. Mehrotra,
Department of Education 
Delhi University. Delhi

U . I>[. Runesh Chutdra Kothaii 
Reader, CASE 
Department of Education 
Faculty of Education & 
Psychology, M.S. University 
Baroda-390002

12. Dr. JP . Sharma 
Department of Education 
Patna University
Patna

13. Dr. J.N. Verma 
K.R. College 
Etawah

14. Prof. V.S. Misra 
Department of Education 
Gorakhpur University 
Gorakhpur

15. Dr. B. Deokinandan 
Reader 
D.E.S.M.
NCERT, New Delhi

16. Dr. K.M. Gupu (Convenor) 
Senior Lecturer 
DTESE&ES, NCERT 
New E)elhi



Professor J.K. Sood 
Regional College of Education 
Ajmer

Dr. J. Mitra 
Professor 
DESM.NCERT 
New Delhi

Shri K.N. Tanlry 
Retd. Reader
Regional College of Education 
Mysore

Dr. M.S. Khaparde 
Professor
International Relations Unit 
NCERT, New Delhi

Dr. K.S. Bhandari 
Director
SCERT, New Delhi

6. Dr. M.N. Siddiqui 
Principal 
DIET, New Delhi

7. Shri Raja Ram S. Sharma 
Science Teacher
R&gion&l College of Education 
Mysore

8. Dr. H.L. Sharma 
Reader
DNFE, NCERT 
New Delhi

9. Dr. A.K. Shamia 
Professor & Head 
DTESE & ES. NCERT 
New Delhi

10. Dr. R. M. Kalra (Convenor) 
Professor
DTESE & ES, NCERT 
New Delhi

8. Teaching of Social Sciences 
Working Group Members

Shri Arjun Dev 
Prof & Head
Department of Education in 
Social Sciences and Humanities 
NCERT. New Delhi

Dr A.K. Sharma 
Prof. & Head 
DTESE &ES, NCERT 
New Delhi

3. Dr. R.M. Kalra 
Professor
DTESE &ES, NCERT 
New Delhi

4. Shri S.H. Khan 
Professor 
DPSEE, NCERT 
New Delhi



Smt. Indra Arjun Dev 
Reader
DESSH.NCERT 
New Delhi

Shri O.P. Gupta 
Reader
International Relation Unit 
NCERT, New Delhi

Smt. Savita Sinha 
Lecturer 
DESSH. NCERT 
New Delhi

Dr. V.K. Raina 
Reader
DFSE. NCERT 
New Delhi

Smt. Supta Das 
Senior lecairer 
DESSH, NCERT 
New Delhi

Shri A.P. Srai 
Reader
Deshbandhu College, Delhi University 
Delhi

11. Dr. P.S. Venna
Reader, Jamia Millia, Islamia University 
New Delhi

12. Shri Ramesh Chander 
Reader
DESSH, NCERT 
New Delhi

13. Smt. K. Vasudeva 
T.T.I., Daryaganj 
New Delhi

14. Dr. K.C. Nautiyal 
Lecturer, Women Study Unit 
NCERT, New Delhi

15. Smt. Kiran Devendra 
Lecturer, Women Study Unit,
NCERT, New Delhi

16. Shri Parbhakar Singh 
Retired Field Adviser NCERT 
Allahabad (U.P.)

17. Dr. U.S. Madhyastha (Convenor) 
Reader
Regional College of Education 
Mysore



Dr. M.L. Kamiesh 
LNCPE, Kariavattom 
Trivandmin(Kerala) - 695581

Dr. A.R. Seetha Ram 
Ramkrishna Institute of Moral 
& Spiritual Education 
Yadavgiri, Mysore-570020

Shri. N.K. Ghai 
SCERT, New Delhi

Dr. U.S. Sharma 
Department of Education (CIE) 
Delhi University 
33-Chhatra Marg 
Delhi-110007

Dr. Krishna Hebbar
13, Pampapalhi Marg 
Saraswati Nagar 
Mysore-570009

Shri. J.S. Manjul 
School Health Education Bureau 
CHEB, Kotla Road 
New Delhi-110002

Dr. V.K. Kanade
B.P.C. College of Physical 
Education, Wadala 
Bombay

Dr. P.K. Pande 
LNCPE, Shakti Nagar 
Gwalior

Shri. P. Ramakrishnan 
Regional College of Education 
Ajmer-30 5001

10. Shri. S. Balakrishnaiah 
Regional College of Education 
Mysore-570005

11. Shri. Hassoo Khan 
Regional College of Education 
Bhopal-462013

12. Shri. R.S. Saini 
M.C.D., Delhi

13. Shri. J.C. Bhardwaj 
DIET, Keshavpuram 
Delhi-110035

14. Shri. Prithvi Raj Abrol 
Saket, New Delhi

15. Dr. Sharwan Kumar
Shri. Jain Teacher Training 
College, Alwar 
(Rajasthan)

16. Dr. Rajendra Prasad Sharma 
Education Department 
Gandhi Mahavidyalaya 
Orai (U.P.)-285001

17. Km. Sunila Garde 
92A/79-1250Qrs.
Tulsi Nagar, Bhopal

18. Smt. Ranjeet Satsangi 
Department of Education 
Dayal Bagh Educational 
Institute, Dayal Bagh 
Agra-282005



19. Dr. A.K. Sharma 
Head. DTESE&ES, 
NCERT,New Delhi-110016

.20. Dr. N.K. Jangira 
Professor 
DTESE&ES
NCERT, New Delhi-110016

21. Dr. L.C. Singh 
DTESE&ES
NCERTJJew Delhi-110016

22. Dr. K-M. Gupta (Convenor) 
Senior lecturer 
DTESE&ES
NCERT,New Delhi-110016

10. Teaching of Art Education
Working Group Members

Shri. S Banerjee,
Assn. Director 
Centre for Culture Resources 
and Training, Bahawalpur 
House, Bhagwandas Road 
New Delhi

Shri. M.G. Kidwai 
Reader in Art Education 
Department of Fine Arts 
Jamia Millia Islamia 
New Delhi

Dr. Y.K. Bhatt 
Department of Education 
CIE, Delhi University 
Chhatra Marg 
Delhi

Shri S.N. Chavan 
Art Education Officer 
Sri J.J. School of Art Campus 
D.N. Road 
Fort, Bombay

Shri Rakesh Pandit 
Musicologist 
3333, Peepal Mahadev 
Hauz Quazi, Delhi-110006

Smt Pawan Sudhir 
Lecturer
SCERT, Vanin Marg 
Defence Colony 
New Delhi-110024

Shri Diwaker Joshi 
Lecturer
SCERT, Vatun Marg 
Defence Colony 
New Delhi.

Dr. K. Subramaniann 
Reader
Department of Indian Music 
University of Madras 
Madras-600 015

Dr. S. Suri 
District Institute of 
Education and Training 
Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi.

10. Prof. A.K. Sharma 
Head
DTESE&ES 
NCERT. New Delhi



Prof. R.M. Kalra 
DTESE&ES 
NCERT, New Delhi

Dr. D.B. Bakshi 
Reader
Dq>ti. of Education in 
Social Sciences &
Humanities, NCERT

Dr. J.H. Vimiani 
Lecturer
Deptt. of Educauon in 
Social Sciences & Humanities 
NCERT, New Delhi

Prof. N.K. Jangira 
DTESE&ES. NCERT 
New Delhi

Shri C.K. Mishra 
DVE, NCERT 
New Delhi

Shri A.D. Tew^ri
Govt. College of Education
Bhiwani

Shri Q. A. Bohra 
SIERT, Udaipur

Shri K.K. Dashora 
SIERT, Udaipur

Shri D.N. Batra 
Gita Sr. Sec. School 
Kurukshetra

Shri D. Shankar 
DSERT,{
Bangalore

Shri P. Sudarshanilao 
SCERT,
Hyderabad

14. Dr. B, Ratna
Junior Projea Fellow. DESSH 
NCERT, New Delhi

15. Dr. Bimla Verma 
Lecturer
DVE, NCERT 
New Delhi

16. Dr (Smt.) Janak Verma (Convenor) 
Reader
DETSE & ES, NCERT 
New Delhi

11. W ork Experience 
Working Group Members

9. SmL Suman Bhatia 
DIET, Rajinder Nagar 
New Delhi

10. Dr. S.P. Singh
Regional College of Educati(»i 
Ajmer

11. Dr.J.K.Sood 
Professor
Regional College of Education 
Ajmer

12. Mrs. S. Keswani 
D. M. School
Regional College of Education 
Ajmer

13. Km^RekhaBhargawa 
D.M. School
Regional College of Education 
Ajmer

14. DC. A.K. Sharma 
Head, DTESE & ES 
NCERT, New Delhi

15. Dr. D.D. Yadav (Convenor) 
Senior Lecturer 
DTESE&ES. NCERT 
New Delhi



Prof. S.P. Ahluwalia 
Head and Dean 
Faculty of Education 
University of Saugar 
Sagar(M.P.) - 470003

Dr. P.C. Katiyar 
Professor
Devi Ahilya Vishwa Vidyalaya 
Bhanwar Kuan, Indore(M.P.)

Dr. S.P. Suri 
Prof. & Head 
University of Jammu 
Jammu Tawi(J&K)

Dr. Mamta Das 
Reader
Dayalbagh Deemed 
University, Agra (UP)

Dr. Anjani Mehta 
Principal
College of Education 
Dabhoi - 391110 
Distt. Vadodara (Guj)

Dr. S. Mohan 
Professor & Head 
Algappa University 
Karaikudi, Tamilnadu

Dr. J.P. Srivastava 
Reader
Meemt University 
Meemt (U.P.)

8. Dr. Asha GupU 
Deptt. of Education 
Punjab University 
Chandigarh

9. Dr. R.N. Manav 
Lecturer 
DV(PG) College 
Orai (U.P.)-295001

10. Dr. (Mrs) Shruti Kumar 
Faculty of Education 
R.B.S. College
Agra (U.P.)

11. Prof. J.S. Gaur 
DEPCG,NCERT 
New Delhi

12. Dr. (Mrs) A. Bhatnagar 
Reader
DEPCG. NCERT 
New Delhi-110016

13. Prof. M.K, Raina 
DTESE & ES. NCERT 
New Delhi-110016

14. Dr. A.K. Shaima 
Prof. & Head, 
DTESE&ES, NCERT, 
New Delhi

15. Dr. L.C. Singh (Convenor) 
Professor
DTESE & ES, NCERT 
New Delhi 110016



Dr. T. Singh
Reader in Education, Faculty of Education 
BHU
Varanasi (U.P.)

Dr. S.P. Malhotra
Reader in Education, Depu. of Education 
Kurukshetra University 
Kurukshetra(Haryana)

Dr. (Km.) Kiran Nath
Reader in Education, Dayalbagh Educational 
Institute
Dayalbagh, Agra (UP)

Dr. A.N. Joshi
Reader in Education, Deptt. of Education 
Shivaji University 
Kolhapur (M.S.)

Dr. N. Pradhan
Lecturer in Education, Deptt. of Education
M.S. University of Baroda
Vadodara-

Dr. (Smt.) Vidya V.Naik 
Chembur Comprehensive 
College of Education, Chembur 
Bombay

Dr. K.S. Rao 
Professor
Regional College of Education 
Bhubaneswar (Orissa)

8. Dr. V.D. Bhat
Regional College of Education 
Mysore-570006

9. Dr. Lai Sahab Singh
Dep\t. of Educlion, T.D. CoWege 
Jaunpur (U.P.)

10. Dr. (Km.) Vasuda Kamat 
Reader & Head
Deptt. of Educational Technology 
SNDT Women’s University 
Bombay- 400 020

11. Dr. (Smt) S.G.D' Lima
H.J. College of Education,
Bombay

12. Dr. Beena Thandani 
Lecturer
Tata Institute of Social Sciences 
Bombay

13. Dr. A.G. Bhalwankar 
Principal
PVDT College of Education for Women 
Maharshi Karve Road 
Bombay - 400 020

14. Dr. L.C. Singh (Convenor)
Professor
DTESE &ES, NCERT 
New Delhi-110016



Dr. D.S. Muley
National Co-ordinator Population Education 
Professor. DESSH, NCERT 
New Delhi

Dr. J.L. Pandey 
Reader
DESSH. NCERT 
New Delhi

Dr. (SmL) K. Sadhu 
Lecturer 
DESSH. NCERT 
New Delhi

Shri. O.P. Malik (Convenor) 
Reader
DESSH. NCERT 
New Delhi

15. School Education Programme (SEP)

Prof. Sunitee Dull 
Bengali Quarters 
Soami Bagh. Agra

Prof. R.N. Mehrotra 
3/189, Prem Nagar 
Agra-282005

Prof. S. P. Ruhela 
Faculty of Education 
Departmnet of Teacher Training 
and Non Formal Education 
Jamia Miilia Islamia 
New Delhi-110025

Dr. (SmL) R.K. Chopra. (Convenor) 
Reader
DTESE &ES. NCERT 
New Delhi
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Chairman & Dean 
Department of Education 
Kurukshetra University 
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Department of Education 
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Department of Education 
Jamia Millia Islamia 
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Principal
University College of Education
Nagpur University
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